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ABSTRACT

A model for the: simulation of urban runoff based on Linearized

Subhydrographs Method of Urban Runoff Determination is developed for

the planning and analysis of converging stormwater drainage systems

in small and large urban areas. The Model simulates hydrographs for

both continuously recorded rainstorm events and synthetic design

hyetographs.

The model is applied tc various urban watersheds with differing

land use characteristics utilizing recorded hyetographs. The simu­

lated hydrographs are then compared to recorded hydrographs.

The results indicate that when single event hyetographs are

utilized, the simulated hydrographs for both the inlet and pipe

conditions compare well to those results obtained from measured

values.

The model structure and input requirements needed for the

utilization of the program are presented. The limitations of the

model are examined, and future research to improve this method is

included.

KEY WORDS: Hydrologic Models, Urban Runoff, Hydrology, Drainage

Systems, Stormwater Management, Hydrograph Simulation,

Hydraulics
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing level of urbanization in formerly nonurban areas has

resulted in the need for better design and construction of adequate

drainage systems. Over the years, various methods have been developed

in the analysis and design of drainage systems. These procedures have

evolved as a result of continual demand for the accurate determination of

runoff and the need for the optimal design of sewer systems. However,

most of these methods have been empirical in nature and although exten­

sively used by engineers, their accuracy, from time to time, has been

questioned. In addition, improper interpretation of the various empirical

relations has led to the uneconomical design of drainage systems.

In recent years, modern hydro!ogical and hydraulic concepts (31, 38,

41, 132)* have been developed which utilize high speed computers and

mathematical modeling techniques. These models are in general accurate

and systematically eliminate uncertainties inherent in the data-gathering

process and errors common to the design of drainage systems. Although

these models simulate the runoff process to minute detail and determine

pipe sizes accordingly, their use by designers has not been as widespread

as anticipated mainly due to the complexity of the methods and difficulties

experienced in gathering data for the calibration of the models. Often­

times, because these methods are complex and sophisticated, they require

excessive time to apply and thus become expensive when used as a design tool

It is believed that Linearized Subhydrographs Method (19) would ful­

fill such needs as a practical tool in stormwater drainage planning.

* 
Numbers in parenthesis indicate references, 
This method is a simplified procedure which generates a system hydrograph

utilizing data readily available to the designers.

This study presents the development of a planning and analysis

model, entitled SUBHYD, based on the Linearized Subhydrographs Method

for determining runoff hydrographs in the analysis of drainage systems.

The model is then tested by applying it to various watersheds with meas­

ured rainfall events and recorded runoff hydrographs. In addition, the

results are compared to those obtained by simulation models that are

currently in use.

The model structure and input requirements needed for the utiliza­

tion of the program are presented in detail. The sensitivity of the vari­

ous parameters (variables) incorporated in the model is established by

comparing the simulated results to those obtained from watersheds with

recorded hydrographs. The limitations of the model are examined, and

recommended future research to improve this method is included.

REVIEW OF RUNOFF METHODOLOGY

Over the years* empirical relationships have been developed to assist

the planners and designers in determining peak runoff rates for a drainage

basin (11,24,52,62,121). Many of these methods simplify the peak runoff

calculations to yield a single value which then is used in the design of

stormwater sewer systems. Perhaps the most widely used method in the

design of stormwater sewers is the Rational or Lloyd Davies method devel­

oped by Kuichling (79). In applying the Rational Method to the design of

storm sewers, the most difficult task is the accurate estimation of the

rainfall intensity and the determination of proper runoff coefficients

which are subject to individual judgment. The method entails the use of

an average rainfall intensity for a duration equal to the time of concen­

tration in the system. The time of concentration is defined as the time

it takes the runoff water from the most remote pert of the watershed to

enter the inlet of the base. Various methods have been used for estimat­

ing time of concentration depending on the basin characteristics (4).

Modification of the Rational Method to form a runoff hydrograph was

developed in the Rational "Rational" Method (121). This procedure assumes

that by proportioning the basin area an inlet hydrograph could be devel­

oped based on the peak runoff rate. The time at which the peak runoff occurs

is governed by the time of concentration for that basin. Although the peak

runoff rate was determined by the Rational Method, this proportioning tech­

nique develops both the antecedent and receding limbs of the runoff hydro-

graph. The major advantage of this empircal technique is the generation of

a runoff hydrograph which could then be combined to yield the system hydro-

graphs needed in storm sewer design. The major disadvantage of the Rational
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"Rational" Method is the laborious calculations needed in the development

of runoff hydrographs.

The Unit Hydrograph Method as proposed by Eagleson (30) for storm sewer

design is another empirical design procedure- This method determines the

shape of the runoff hydrograph by dividing the ordinates of a storm hydro-

graph by the corresponding volume of rainfall excess. The unit hydrograph

is equivalent to one inch of runoff from the area. It is pointed out that

this procedure represents the unit hydrograph only for a given land use, rain­

fall excess duration and basin characteristics. Thus for the purpose of

design, the unit hydrograph is magnified according to the storm pattern with­

out changing its shape. Since the unit hydrographs change for each basin

under consideration, the use of this method becomes cumbersome when applied

to large watersheds.

Recent development of runoff analysis deals with the generation of

mathematical models in the late 50's (132). These models were first initiated

to analyze the local flooding of stormwater sewer overflows caused as a result

of rapid urbanization. The models specifically were designed to evaluate the

performance of existing systems and to determine the size of new systems.

A review of mathematical models used today indicates that these models

fall under three general categories: planning models, design and analysis

models, and real time simulation models.

The planning models are basically used to evaluate the impact of the

change in land use and to show the effects of urbanization. The main ob­

jective of the planning models is aimed at minimizing the impact of urbaniza­

tion by observing the changes in both water quality and quantity. These

models also point out problem areas which might arise if land use patterns

in the area are altered.

5

The second category contains models which perform the design and

analysis aspect of stormwater sewer systems. These models may be used

to accurately predict flood stage levels or determine design flows for a

watershed. Design and analysis models are also used to check the adequacy

of existing sewer systems and to determine the size of new stormwater sys­

tems to facilitate the increased volume of runoff due to urbanization.

In the third category, modeling the real time simulation of stormwater

is presented by one of two methods. The first type of model monitors the

existing sewer system and makes decisions as the sewer system is being

hydraulically exceeded. With the help of on site retention basins, pumping

stations and sewer by-passes, the diversion of flows through the stormwater

system prevents problems which might otherwise occur. The second type of

real time simulation involves the monitoring of rainfall in which the model

then simulates the flow for determining whether or not certain storm

sewered areas will need relief from the oncoming storm. These types of

models are highly efficient and yield instantaneous results.

Although details of existing mathematical models can be found in litera­

ture, the following is a brief review of some significant models that have

been developed for simulating runoff.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Stormwater Management Model

(SWMM)(33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40) is probably the most comprehensive model being

used today. The model is well organized and describes the different com­

ponents of the runoff phenomena very efficiently. It can simulate both the

quantitative and qualitative aspects of runoff. Some of the subroutines

(subprograms) that compose the SWMM Model are briefly described as follows:
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Runoff Subroutine: This subprogram takes the hydrographic input and

the rainfall hyetograph to develop the overland flow.

Then by routing the runoff through gutters and pipes,

the hydrographs and pollutographs are developed.

Transport Subroutine: The hydrographs and pollutographs previously developed

are then routed through the main drainage system to

an outlet discharge facility.

Receive Subroutine: If the outfall is a treatment plant, the subprogram

simulates simple geometric storage and treatment

facilities for their design. If the outlet is

connected to a larger body of water, the model simulates

the quality and quantity aspects over long periods of

time.

One disadvantage of the model is the need for large amounts of data and

the need to calibrate it against recorded results. Other disadvantages of

this program are summed up in a quote from a recent publication by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (8).

"Fairly complete documentation of the model was published by the

EPA, including a summary report, user's manual, verification and

testing report and program listing. Unfortunately, no one of

these reports presents a complete description of the theoretical

bases and mathematical formulations of the model. The equations

for some modeling phenomena are described in the user's manual,

and some are not described at all. The reader must compare the

two reports to obtain a fair understanding of the capabilities

and limitations of the complete model and the meaning of the

input data. Also, the user's manual includes much discussion of

model verification and testing which adds to the report's bulkiness

and makes it more difficult to find essential information for the

preparation of the input data.11

The Chicago Hydrograph Method (132,137) simulates the overland flow

by taking into account infiltration rate, depression storage, gutter and

pipe flow calculations. The model is specifically developed to design con­

verging storm sewers on the basis of peak flows. It has the capability to

simulate peak flows in an existing sewer network while also indicating sur­

charges of particular pipes in the network. One disadvantage of the model

is its inability tc calculate downstream control conditions, backwater

effects, flow reversals and pressure flows- The Chicago Hydrograph Method

was basically designed for single event calculations and has recently been

modified to simulate both continuous storm patterns and quality calculations.

British Road Research Laboratory Model (RRL) (31,61) takes the basic

hydrographical input and generates a design hydrograph which is used in

the determination of pipe sizes. The parameters are used in a linear

flow time-area technique similar to the one developed by Chow (21). Imper­

vious and pervious areas are dealt with separately in the program for the

generation of overland flow. The flow is then routed by steady state uni­

form flow to the inlet of the drainage area and a lag time is incorporated

to set up the pipe hydrograph. It was determined that the RRL method can

best simulate areas in which the amount of pervious area in a drainage basin

equals the impervious area. Also, the design of sewer systems can only be

simulated with rainstorms of a moderate intensity and duration. This hinders

the design application in which the model was intended for.

The Colorado State University Urban Runoff Model (33) was developed to

simulate the overflow conditions in sewer pipes and simulate nonsteady flow

conditions. Although the model itself does not solve piping networks, the
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concepts of a finite difference approach to the dynamic wave equations may

in the future contribute to advancing urban runoff models. This model may

be the forerunner for real time simulation of stormwater sewer systems.

The Corps of Engineers Storage, Treatment and Overflow Model (STORM)

(33) is a planning tool used in determining storage requirements for waste­

water treatment facilities. This model also simulates the quality aspect

of stormwater and is used as a management tool. Continuous simulation data

can be taken for both open channel and sewer pipe networks over long periods

of time. The quality aspect of the runoff is simulated with the data ob­

tained from land use characteristics.

The Minneapolis-St. Paul Urban Runoff Model (33) was developed to

simulate real time conditions occurring in the main sewer systems. The

program was set up on a small computer to separate excessive stormwater

flowing into a sewage treatment plant. However, the use of the model was

terminated because the program implementation was found to be too expensive.

The idea of a real time simulation system for stormwater control may be

economically sound in the future with the development of more efficient mini­

computers .

The University of Cincinnati Urban Runoff Model (URCURM) (41, 110) is

similar in structure to that of the Environmental Protection Agency's SWMM

Model. The watershed is broken down into subcatchments whereby the program

links each subcatchment with a storm sewer. The model is composed of

three basic components such as the rainfall data, watershed characteristic

and pipe data. The program uses Horton's equation for infiltration and de­

pression storage and calculates overland flow. Each inlet hydro-graph has an

offset time where the average velocity in the pipe is found by a steady state

uniform flow condition. The model is best suited for single event rainstorms

with continuous monitoring which determines differences between the measured

runoff and simulated runoff. The quality aspects of this model are also very

similar to that of the EPA's SWMM.

The University of Illinois Urban Storm Runoff Model, IUSR (142) is a

highly sophisticated and accurate model which utilizes the St. Venant equations,

Both overland and gutter flows are routed by a nonlinear kinematic wave

approximation. The friction slope, for overland flow is calculated by the

Darch-Weisbach equation, for gutter flow using Manning's equation. Sewer

flows are routed by a nonlinear complete dynamic wave model which accounts

for backwater effects. The model handles both subcritical and stable super-

critical flows. At present the limitations of the model are that its accur­

acy has not been verified for steep slopes and that nonstable supercritical

flows cannot be solved.

The Battelle Urban Wastewater Management Model (33) was developed to

simulate flows from large urban watersheds with both quality and quantity

being determined. The model simulates only the single event occurrences.

This program is a versatile tool for design of a drainage system because

sewer sizes, storage facilities, treatment plants and overflow facilities

may be determined. The input data is simplified by classifying different

urban characteristics upon which the calculations are based.

The Dorsch Consul Hydrograph - Volume Method (33) was developed in

Europe and has been applied extensively there. The model simulates both

converging and diverging sewer systems with both open channel and sewer

pipe configurations using single event storms. The model uses the dynamic

wave equation to simulate flow and can determine backwater effects.
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As noted in the literature review, most of the models developed to date

are elaborate and produce satisfactory results. However, the models as

indicated require extensive data gathering and calibration schemes. There­

fore, there is need to develop a computerized model which utilizes simplified

input data and yields results which are comparable to those obtained by the

more comprehensive and complex models. It is, therefore, proposed to develop

a runoff model based on the Linearized Subhydrographs Method (19) which

requires data that is already available to the designers.

n

LINEARIZED SUBHYDROGRAPHS METHOD

The concept of the Linearized Subhydrographs Method (19) is based on the

following principles: mass conservation of a subbasin, the linear variation

of both the rising and receding limbs of the subhydrographs, and the super-

positioning of these subhydrographs to form an inlet hydrograph. Considering

the mass conservation concept, the volume of runoff being produced by a uniform

rainfall remains essentially constant. This volume is then corrected by a

runoff coefficient which takes into account all the "losses" occurring in the

subbasin. The "losses" are composed of infiltration, depression storage and

evaporation. Although it is known that the rising and receding limbs of the

hydrograph are of a nonlinear nature, they are assumed to remain linear, since

the subbasins are small the nonlinear or curvilinear variations can also be

assumed to be small and, therefore, linear. The principle of superpositioning

is utilized to combine the subhydrographs to form inlet hydrographs and to

subsequently route the inlet hydrographs through the system.

The linearzed subhydrograph is comprised of a time base which spans

the time period from the beginning of rain to ithe time when the flow for

that particular storm diminishes and becomes zero. The time base of the

hydrograph is defined by the equation:

tb = time 'Ddse of  ^ e hyclro9raP'1 (minutes)

t = duration of the storm (minutes)

t = time of concentration for subbasin (minutes)

c

^Numbers in brackets refer to equations
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Equation 1 is utilized in forming three cases of linearized subhydro­

graphs. The development of the three cases depends on the duration of

the storm and time of concentration for a particular subbasin. The three

cases of the linearized subhydrographs are shown graphically in Figure 1.

In Case I, the storm duration equals the time of concentration for

that subbasin. In this case, the peak runoff occurs when the total flow

from the subbasin contributes to the inlet of the subbasin. The peak

runoff rate is given by:

qp = C i A [2]

where:

q = peak runoff rate (ft /sec)

C = runoff coefficient

i = intensity of rainfall (inches/hour)

A = area of the subbasin (acres)

when, t = t , the time base of the subhydrograph becomes
c
r

*b = 2 \ C4]

The total volume of runoff is then calculated by:

V = C i tr A [5]

In Case II, the duration of the rainfall intensity is longer than the

time of concentration for the subbasin. Therefore, the peak runoff rate

is reached before the end of the storm. Thus, for a given time interval, the

entire subbasin is contributing to the runoff. The duration of peak runoff
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is equal to the quantity (t - t ) with the runoff receding to zero in a

specified time period equal to t . The peak runoff rate is defined by:

qp = C i A [3]

when t > t the time base is:

r c

The volume of runoff is:

V = C i tr A [5]

In Case III, the time of concentration for the subbasin is greater

than the rainfall duration (t < t ). In this case, the entire subbasin

is not contributing to the flow at the inlet before the storm ends. There­

fore, the peak flow is adjusted according to the formula:

% •c1 v H ' A [ei

When t < t the base time is

The volume of runoff being:

V = C i tr A [5]

It is noted that the total volume of runoff for a given storm event

is assumed to be the same over the entire subbasin. Therefore, for a

particular subbasin, this total volume of runoff is consistent with the

mass conservation assumption.

In this method inlet subhydrographs are generated utilizing

a single rainfall intensity which are then hydrologically routed. The
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hyrologic routing is composed of hyetographical routing and topographical

routing. With hyetographical routing, a chronological time lagging is

assumed for each subhydrograph proportional to the duration of the rain­

fall increment. The topographical routing takes place after the develop­

ment of the inlet hydrographs by lagging the inlet hydrographs according

to the travel time. A schematic of hydro!ogic routing is shown in

Figure 2. For the purpose of modeling, the three cases of the Linearized

Subhydrographs Method are condensed into the following form:

Case A: tp 1 tQ

r t
r1) For t 1 t , Y = i (
2t r
 ) J
) J- [7]

r z zr \r \ rr

2t t + t - t

2) For t > t , Y = i( I )(r c )
 f8]

For Case B: tr> t

1) For t < t , Y. = i (—-) [9]

v»

2) For tc < t<tr, Yt = i [10]

t + t - t

3) For t I t , Y = i ( r . c ) [11]

r t zQ

The equation Q = CIA can be written in the following form to facilitate

the modeling technique:

[YtHCtA] = [Qt3 (cfs) [lla]
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Expanding the above equation, the following set of equations are obtained:

YQ1 CXA + 0 (C2A + C3A + ... + CtA) = QQ

Yll  C 1 A + Y02 ( C 2 A ) + ° ( C 3 A + C  4 A +  +  C t A ) = Ql
'••

Y21  C 1 A + Y12 ( C 2 A ) + Y03  C 3 A + ° ( C 4 A +  C 5 A +  +  C t A ) = Q2
 "*

= Q

where

C.	 = runoff coefficient at time t

A = area of the subbasin (acres)

Q.	 = discharge at time t

t = time after start of a storm (minutes)

Y, = modified intensity corresponding to the ordinate of the subhydrograph

at time t (inches/hour).

t^ = duration of the unit hyetograph (minutes)

t	 = time of concentration (minutes)

i
 = rainfall intensity (inches/hour).
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The runoff coefficient used in the previous equations account for the

"losses" between the rainfall and runoff in a particular subbasin. These

"losses" differ from one subbasin to another with the geomorphological patterns

of the subbasin. The abstractions take into consideration surface wetting,

infiltration, depression storage and evaporation. It is noted that these

"losses" become less apparent as the duration of the storm increases.

In the development of the Linearized Subhydrograph Method the runoff

coefficient is an important factor in determining the rate of runoff. It

is seen from the literature search that few studies relating the correlation

of runoff coefficients to rainfall patterns for urban areas exist. However,

in the development of the Linearized Subhydrograph Method, Hoad's runoff

coefficients are adopted (44). In Figure 3, Hoad's test data gives the

variation of C as a function of rainfall duration for both impervious and

improved wnpervious conditions, The equations describing the relations are

given as:

C =
 + 8 (impervious areas) [12]

=
C  ,*+ -ir (improved pervious areas) [13]

Applying these equations to a drainage basin, the weighted runoff coefficient

can be computed by the following relationship:

C - X ( F ^ _ ) • (1 - * ) ( t - % % ) [141

where:

C = Hoad's runoff coefficient
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t = duration of rainfall (minutes)

x "= fraction of impervious area for a particular subbasin

The time of concentration for a particular subbasin is generally de­

fined as the time required for the surface runoff to flow from the most

remote point of the subbasin to the outlet of the subbasin. In the Linearized

Subhydrographs Method, the time of concentration may be termed as a time of

equilibrium, where the rate of runoff is equal to the rate of rainfall supply

for a uniform rainfall intensity. The time of concentraion is, by using the

kinematic wave theory, based on work given in Ref. (116). The equation used

is as follows:

, 0.6
 M0.6

t = n 93 L |N| s0.3

c U'yJ ^

where:

t = time of concentration (minutes)

L = maximum overland length of travel to the inlet of the

subbasin (feet)

N = Manning's overland flow coefficient

i = excess rainfall intensity (inches/hour)

S = average overland slope (feet per foot)

Table I gives the ranges of Manning's "N" overland coefficients used in

Eq. 15 for a specified area imperviousness (22). The time of concentration

for watersheds with sewer systems is obtained by summing the overland flow

time (or inlet time) and the time of travel in the sewer system.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

The runoff model (SUBHYD) developed using the Linearized Subhydrograph

Method is classified as an analysis and planning model for converging con­

duit systems. Although the program itself is documented in detail, the

procedure used in the allocation of memory for the program is complex and

involved. Therefore, changes to the program other than those specified

are not recommended since these changes may produce results which may be

in error.

The model utilizes a converging iterative scheme for the generation

of hydrographs for a given watershed. A generalized flowchart of the

program showing the converging procedure is given in Figure 4. The model

is divided into a main program and eight subroutines. The subroutines are

entitled DATA, HYET, INITIAL, KINWAV, SUBHY, OUTPUT, ROUT and VEL. The

listing and description of each subroutine are given in the Appendix.

The first subroutine is used for the allocation of memory. The memory

requirement depends on the maximum time allowed for the outflow hydrographs,

the maximum number of subbasins contained in the design watershed, the

maximum number of rainfall increments, and the maximum diameter to be

designed. The number of subbasins contained within the: watershed and the

number of rainfall increments comprising the storm pattern are obtained

readily from the available data. The maximum pipe diameter is conserva­

tively assigned because this value has no effect on the actual design diam­

eters calculated in the program. However, this value is needed to define

the upper limit in the computations. The maximum time allowed by the hy­

drograph calculations will depend upon the geomorphology of the subbasins

and the total storm duration. In analyzing areas smaller than ten acres, the
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total storm duration which has units of minutes is multiplied by two. If

the subbasin area is greater than ten acres, the total storm duration is

multiplied by three. This simple procedure allows adequate storage alloca­

tion for the hydrograph calculations. The value for storage allocation is

obtained by the following formula:

S$ = MAXTIM + (4 x M) + (3 x (NN x MAXTIM)) +

(3 x (M x NN) + (35 x NN) + (14 x MAXDIA) [16]

where

S = storage allocation

MAXTIM = maximum time allowed for runoff hydrograph

M = number of rainfall increments contained within the total storm

pattern

NN = number of subbasins in the watershed

MAXDIA = maximum diameter to be designed.

Upon determination of storage allocation, S , its value is entered on

the card labeled MAN00120 which has the 12th position in the source deck.

S is an integer and starts in column 24 and ends with a closed parenthesis

sign.

The first three cards in the data deck define the title, input and output

control options and the extent of computations required in the analysis. The

remainder of the cards are used to code data related to hyetograph input,

watershed characteristics, and conduit type. The following is the sequence

that is used for coding the data. Input formats used in the model are given

in Fig. 5.
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1. FIRST CARD (Title) 
Variable Columns Description 
TITLE 11 - 70 Alphanumeric - variable describing the water­
shed area (this card labels the data deck and 
generates the title for the output). 
2. SECOND CARD (Rainfall Data Control) 
Variable

DUR

RATIO

DELTA

NOPT

MAXTIM

Columns

7 - 1 0

14 - 20

24 - 30

34 - 40

47 - 50

56 - 60

 Description

 Integer - the number of rainfall increments

contained in the total storm.

 Real - The duration of equal rainfall incre­

ments (if the rainfall increments are not of

equal duration this variable is set to 0.0)

 Real - in the absence of actual rainfall data

the value of RATIO is the decimal equivalent

of the time to peak to the total storm duration,

further explanation of RATIO is given at the

end of this section (if actual rainfall data is

used the value of RATIO is 0.0).

 Real - time increment used in the subhydrograph

calculations, usually one minute.

 Integer - option control card, if NOPT is equal

to zero, actual rainfall data will be entered

as input. If NOPT is greater than zero, a

synthetic design hyetograph is being entered as

input.

 Integer - maximum time limit allowed for the

hydrograph analysis (in minutes)

3. THIRD CARD (Conduit Data) 
Variable Columns Description 
AINTER 4 - 5 Integer - time interval, in minutes, controls 
hydrograph output (the value of AINTER must be 
a multiple of DELTA) 
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THIRD CARD (continued)

Variable Columns Description 
NFACT 9 - 1 0 Integer - option control for the generation of a 
general system hydrograph or a detailed system 
hydrogrph (the distinction between the two is 
discussed at the end of this section). For a 
general system hydrograph simulation NFACT is set 
equal to zero. For a detailed system a hydrograph 
simulation NFACT is set equal to one. 
MCHECK 14 - 15 Integer - an option control in the printing of output 
titles, for a general system hydrograph this variable 
is set equal to zero. For a detailed system this 
variable is set equal to one. 
NCHEX 19 - 20 Integer - this variable is entered as zero if the 
runoff coefficient is held constant, if the runoff 
coefficient changes with storm duration this variable 
is set equal to one. 
AROC 24 - 30 Real - this variable generates the extent to which 
Hoad's runoff coefficient is calculated, this variable 
in most cases will be set equal to 150. 
NN 3 4 - 3 6 Integer - this variable defines the number of subbasins 
contained in the watershed. (The number of subbasins 
and the number of conduits (pipes) must be equal other­
wise an error message will be generated). 
MAXDIA 41 - 45 Integer - this variable defines the maximum pipe 
diameter allowed in the memory allocation* this 
variable must be assigned with extreme care and its 
value should be on the conservative side. 
The model is designed to accept rainfall data either from measured rainfall

records or from synthetically derived hyetographs. The synthetic hyetographs

can be calculated from statistically developed rainfall intensity - duration ­

frequency curves or rainfall depth - duration, frequency curves given in

References (20, 132).

4.	 NEXT M CARDS

Variable

DEPTH

DURAT

5.	 NEXT NN CARDS

Variable

NKIND

SIZE

ALENGT

VALUE

ROUGH

PER
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 (Rainfall Data)

Columns Description 
13 - 15 Real - this variable defines the values 
obtained from the conversion of rainfall 
increments to corresponding depths for a 
specific duration. The magnitude of DEPTH 
is determined by the following formula: 
DEPTH(inches) = intensity(inches/hour)*- 1 hr. ,
60 min.

^(Duration of the rainfall increments (minutes))

[23]

30 - 29 Real - This variable defines the duration of

rainfall increment in minutes.

 (Drainage Basin Data)

Columns	 Description

2 - 3	 Integer - this variable is equal to one and

indicates that the information on the card

is specified for the basins.

6 •-	 11 Real - defines the subbasin area (acres)

16 - 22	 Real - overland length of the drainage basin,

obtained by scaling off the farthest distance

from the boundary of the subbasin to the inlet

(feet).

24 - 29	 Real - average overland slope of the subbasin

in per cent.

32 - 39	 Real - Manning's overland flow coefficient,

representative values are given in Table I.

42 - 47	 Real - this variable defines the ratio of

impervious area to the total subbasin area,

PER is obtained from land use maps or by

computing the percentage of impervious area,

I, from the following formula developed by

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

=
 9 B 6 ( P ) ( 0 . 5 7 3 - 0 . 0 3 9 1 Log1Q(P)) [24]
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where

I = imperviousness (percent)

P = population density in the developed

portion of the urbanized area (people/acre)

Note:	 If .discrepancies arise between these two

techniques, impervious areas determined by

the planimeter should be utilized.

NO 50 - 51	 Integer - subbasin identification number

NTYPE 59 - 60	 Integer - output control, if hydrograph at

the inlet is requested NTYPE is set equal to

one, if inlet hydrograph is not needed NTYPE

is left blank.

DSPT 61 - 64	 Alphanumeric - name assigned to each subbasin

6. NEXT M CARDS (Conduit Data)

Variable Column Description

NKIND 2 - 3 Integer - this variable is set equal to two

for conduit data

SIZE 6 - 1 1 Real - specifies conduit section to be

designed,

If set equal to:

- 1.0 circular conduit is designed;

0.0 semielliptical conduit is designed;

1.0 rectangular conduit is designed.

ALENGT 16 - 22	 Real - length of conduit assigned to each

subbasin (feet)

VALUE 24 - 29	 Real - slope of conduit (feet per one hundred

feet)

ROUGH 32 - 39	 Real - minimum value for the Manning's

roughness coefficient, suggested values are

given in Table II.

PER 42 - 47 Real - maximum value for the Manning's

roughness coefficient suggested values are

given in Table II.
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NO 50 - 51 Integer - conduit identification number. 
NENDD 53 - 54 Integer - defines conduit branch geometry, 
must have same value as variable NO. 
NCOLL 56 - 57 Integer - designates collector conduit for 
conduit designated as NENDD above, its value 
is always greater than the value of NENDD. 
NTYPE 59 - 60 Integer - output control, if pipe hydrograph 
of the subbasin is requested NTYPE is set 
equal to one, if pipe hydrograph is not needed 
NTYPE is left blank. 
DSPT 61 - 64 Alphanumeric - name assigned to each pipe 
PERCE 73 - 76 Real - used when combined sewer systems are 
being designed. The variable PERCE represents 
the ratio of sewerage flow to stormwater flow. 
In order to determine the value of PERCE two 
computer runs are used. The first computer 
run determines the maximum discharge from 
rainfall (PERCE is set equal to 1.0) and the 
second computer run develops the combined 
sewerage output after the ratio to total flow 
to stormwater flow is inputted. 
It is noted that in using Manning's roughness coefficient, the maximum

value is set equal to those given in Table II. The minimum value of the

coefficient is set equal to listed minimum or average values shown in Table II,

The description to use minimum or average values is left to the individual

designer.

The simulation of runoff from a given watershed can be accomplished in

two ways: a. General System Analysis, b. Detailed System Analysis.

The general system analysis is undertaken when pipe (conduit) data is

not readily available and a quick approximation of the runoff hydrograph

is needed. The simulated hydrographs represent runoff reaching the outlet

of the watershed.
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The detailed system is undertaken when the pipe system is included

in the analysis and where hydrograph simulation is needed at each inlet of

a subbasin. Sample outputs obtained from a general system analysis and a

detailed system analysis are given in Figures 6 to 10 inclusive.

a. General System Analysis

In this analysis9 only watershed characteristics are needed. This

information can be obtained from topography maps, land use maps or aerial

photographs. The following outlines the procedure and the sequence of

control cards needed in the generation of hydrographs for a general system

analysis.

1. FIRST CARD (Title) - previously defined

2.	 SECOND CARD (Rainfall Data Control)

M = previously defined

DUR = previously defined

RATIO = previously defined

DELTA =1.0

NOPT = 0

MAXTIM = previously defined

3.	 THIRD CARD (Conduit Data Control)

AINTER - previously defined

NFACT = 1

NCHECK = 0

NCHEX = 0

AROC - 150.0

NN = 1

MAXDIA = previously defined

4.	 NEXT M CARDS (Rainfall Data)
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All variables previously defined.

5.	 NEXT CARD (Drainage Basin Data)

All variables previously defined. (Only one card is required)

b.	 Detailed System Analysis

The procedure that is followed in a detailed system analysis is

very similar to that of a general system analysis. However, in this case,

data related to the pipe system (existing or proposed) and subbasin char­

acteristics are needed. The information related to the piping system and

subbasin characteristics can be obtained from existing sewer maps, topo­

graphic maps, land use maps and aerial photographs.

The watershed is divided into subbasins and an inlet is assigned to

each. The number is the same as the subbasin it drains. The inlets are

then connected by a pipe system in a converging manner. Each pipe is

assigned a number starting from the most remote point of the watershed se­

quentially increasing the pipe numbers as they proceed through the watershed

The only geometry restriction in a piping network is that a pipe discharging

into a downstream subbasin pipe must have a smaller number, NO, than the

downstream pipe. The numbering of a pipe network for a given drainage basin

is accomplished by first showing the schematics of the pipe network on the

drainage map and then assigning numbers of each pipe in an increasing order

as discussed above. The three examples that show the pipe numbering scheme

are given in Figures 11 to 13, The corresponding coding forms for the input

are given in Tables III, IV, and V. These are also the watersheds used in

the verification of the model. It is noted that the first column of numbers
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include the number of the pipe and the second and third columns (NENDD

and NCOLL) give the direction of flow. In other words, pipe number 1 is

carrying water from area 1 to area 2.

The following section summarizes the control cards needed in the

utilization of this model for a detailed system analysis.

1. FIRST CARD (Title) - previously defined

2.	 SECOND CARD (Rainfall Data Control)

M = previously defined

DUR = previously defined

RATIO = previously defined

DELTA =1.0

NOPT = 0

MAXTIM •= previously defined

3.	 THIRD CARD (Conduit (Pipe) Data Control)

AINTER = previously defined

NFACT - 1

NCHECK = 0

AROC = 150.0

NN = previously defined

MAXDIA = previously defined

4. NEXT M CARDS (Rainfall Data) - previously defined

5. NEXT NN CARDS (Drainage Basin Data) - previously defined

6. NEXT NN CARDS (Pipe (Conduit) Data) - previously defined
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Upon the allocation of memory and input data, the program proceeds

to initialize all time and flow memory locations to zero. Calculations

are then initiated to find the proper runoff coefficients and time of

concentrations for the drainage system. The program generates the sub­

hydrographs for each rainfall increment for a given subbasin. The subhydro­

graphs are combined, using the principal of superpositioning to develop

inlet hydrographs for the subbasins. The pipe hydrographs are developed

by topographic routing through the piping network. The topographical

routing is based on uniform flow calculations determined by Manning's

equation. The pipe sizes are determined using peak flows. The following

gives a listing of equations used in the model.

Q = Y  9 R2/3sl /2 A [25] 
.
 R2/3  S 1 /2 [ 2 6 ] 
d = (2.16 — q ) 3/8 (circular pipe sections) [27] 
/^ p

d = (2.12 — q ) 3/8 (semi-elliptical pipe section) . . [28] 
d = (0.53 — q ) 3/8 (rectangular pipe sections) . . . [29] 
where

Q = discharge (ft /sec)

V = velocity of flow (ft/sec)

2
A = cross sectional area ( f t ) 
N = Manning's roughness coefficient (Table I I I )

R = hydraulic radius (f t)

S = pipe slope ( f t / f t )
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q = peak flow (ft /sec)

d = diameter or size for a particular conduit (ft)

The variation of Manning's N with depth of flow (4) is incorporated

in the conduit calculations and are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16 along

with variables related to conduit geometry. An averaging scheme is utilized

in determining travel time and velocity of flow at a given depth. Since

the conduit (pipe) sizes are unknown, the routing and determination of

pipe sizes are established simultaneously through an iterative procedure.

Pipe sizes are first determined for a flow increment and then checked with

the previous value, if the newly designed pipes, as compared to the previously

designed pipes, are not equal the process is repeated until the difference

between them is within a ten percent margin. This procedure as it converges

on the proper pipe sizes for the system also produces more realistic time of

concentration for each subbasin. The time of concentration for a subbasin

is composed of overland flow time and pipe travel time. Thus:

t = t + t • . [30]

c o s

where:

t = time of concentration

t = time of overland flow (Kinematic Wave Theory)

t = travel time in pipe

In summary, the computations are accomplished in a continuously changing

process until the pipe sizes fall within the ten percent marginal limit. It

is felt that further reduction of this limit would result in a substantial

increase in the computer time. The detailed flow chart and the program

listing are given in the Appendix.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity analysis of the model consisted of applying the

model to watersheds with measured rainfall events and recorded runoff

hydrographs. Data related to the physical characteristics of the water­

shed was determined and were input to the model along with rainfall data

and resulted in the generation of simulated hydrograph for the system

as shown in Table VI. Basically, the analysis was divided into two

general categories:

1) controlled variations using the General System Analysis

2) controlled variations using the Detailed System Analysis

Each category was analyzed by setting a "control" data package

composed of percent imperviousness, Manning's "N" overland coefficient,

design hyetograph, area, overland length, and overland slope. The

values of the "control11 data were held constant and a "control" hydro-

graph was generated. Then the variables were varied by increasing or

decreasing their values by a certain percentage increment. The resulting

hydrographs were then compared to the "control11 hydrographs.

After varying all of the parameters, certain patterns became

apparent. It v/as noted when parameters such as imperviousness, land

slope, overland length and Manning's "N" were varied, significant changes

in the peak discharges were not generated. In contrast, when the mag­

nitude of the areas or the magnitudes of the rainfall events (hyeto­

graphs) were varied, a substantial increase or decrease resulted in the

peak discharges. In other words, if a ten percent fluctuation was

permitted for either the area or the hyetograph values the resulting

hydrograph was proportionately greater than the control hydrograph values.
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Thus, it became apparent that both the magnitude of the area and hyetograph

pattern had significant effect on the simulated hydrographs.

The advantage of such a detailed sensitivity analysis leads to the

fact that if given parameters are felt to be inconsistent, the resulting

peak discharges may be modified accordingly. Also, certain confidence

limits may be specified in the analysis based on the accuracy of these

parameters.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The simulated hydrographs obtained from the sensitivity analysis using

the General System package and the Detailed System package are presented in

this section along with the recorded hydrograph and the corresponding

measured hyetographs. In addition, results obtained by using other models

are presented.

The results obtained using the General System Analysis gave indications

with regard to the capability of simulating an entire drainage basin without

subdividing it. The basin characteristics for the three areas that were

used in the General System Analysis are given in Table VII.

The first area shown in Table VII is from Oakdale, Chicago, This is

an urban drainage basin with an area of 12.9 acres and an average land slope

of one percent. A generalized map of the Oakdale, Chicago area is shown in

Figure 17. In comparing the simulated hydrographs to the recorded hydro-

graphs, the time to peak and the peak discharges from the model yielded

good agreement. These comparisons are given in Figures 18 and 19.

The second and third areas given in Table VII are from Seattle, Washing­

ton. These two test sites are yery similar in size, being 27.5 and 24.0

acres respectively. Also, the percentage of imperviousness of the area is

high with flat overland slopes. Generalized maps of the watersheds are

shown in Figures 20 and 21. Results from the Seattle, Washington areas indi­

cate that when a General System Analysis is applied utilizing small rainfall

intensities, the simulated hydrographs were less responsive than those with

high rainfall intensities. This is due to the fact that the small rainfall

intensities occur over such a long period of time that they have a tendency

to spread the subhydrographs resulting in lagged superpositioning of the

system hydrograph. The simulated hydrographs for the Seattle, Washington
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area with lower rainfall intensities are given in Figure 22 and the hydro-

graphs generated with the higher rainfall intensities are shown in Figure 23 .

The results with the higher rainfall intensities indicate that the simulated

subhydrographs are more representative of the actual runoff. It can also be

seen from Figure 23 that the general System Analysis can simulate peak flow

conditions well, but the difference between the recorded and simulated hydro-

graph peaks are relatively significant. This is due to the fact that when

there are no sewer system networks included in the analysis, the runoff simu­

lation is essentially an overland flow process and does not represent the

field conditions such as the existence of open channels and sewer systems.

It is noted that since the general system analysis is essentially an overland

flow case and the effect of flow conditions in small areas are not taken into

consideration, the simulated hydrographs have delayed lower peaks and do not

respond well to the variations that take place during the simulation process.

The Detailed System Analysis procedure was first applied to the Malvern

Urban Test Area in Burlington, Ontario, The total basin area was 56.5 acres

and was subdivided into ten subbasins ranging in size from 2.14 to 9,47.

acres. The characteristics of the subbasins and corresponding pipe data are

given in Table VIII. The results shown in Figures 24 and 25 indicate that

in simulating the peak runoff values, the model yielded good agreement. How­

ever, the overall simulation when compared to the recorded hydrographs and

the Environmental Protection Agency's SWMM is not consistent. The main reason

for this inconsistency is due primarily to the difficulties experienced in

scaling off hyetograph values from the original graphs, especially with the

smaller intensities. It is noted that when the hyetograph with higher inten­

sities was considered, much better simulation was obtained. Figure 26 shows

that the simulated hydrograph deviates from the recorded hydrograph with the

time to peak skewed to the right. This lack of time synchronization is due
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to the zero rainfall intensity readings which cannot be properly simulated

by the model. The program tends to smooth the outfall hydrographs and lower

the peak discharges while shifting these peaks to the right. The results

indicate that the SUBHYD model simulates single event rainstorms much better

than the continuously recorded storms with intermittent zero rainfall events.

The second application of the Detailed System Analysis was performed

for a watershed in Toronto, Canada. The basin area totaled 383.3 acres and

was subdivided into 33 subbasins ranging in size from 3.9 to 25.9 acres.

Both the basin characteristics and pipe data are given in Tables IX and X and

a land use map of the test area is shown in Figure 27. From the results of

Toronto, comparisons of the recorded and simulated hydrographs reinforce the

fact that hyetographs containing zero rainfall increments do not simulate

runoff as accurately as the single event rainfall patterns. Results shown

in Figure 28 through 35 with single event rainfall patterns indicate that

the simulated peak discharges both with regard to magnitude and time to peak

are in close agreement with the recorded values. Storm patterns with inter­

mittent zero rainfall increments like those shown in Figures 36 through 39.

simulated hydrographs which were less sensitive and had lower peak discharges.

The reason for the lack of simulation in these results is due to the inability

of the model to simulate the non-rain portion of the hyetograph and the lack

of mechanics incorporated in the model which does not deal with the minute

details of the various runoff processes.

The last watershed tested using Detailed System Analysis option of

SUBHYD model was the Bloody Run Test Site in Cincinnati, Ohio. This was the

largest basin tested (2381.3 acres] and had subbasins ranging in size from

6,1 to 250.2 acres. The characteristics of the subbasins and the pipe data

are shown in Tables XI and XII. Figure 40 indicates that the model did not
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produce good results when compared to the recorded hydrographs. However,

simulated hydrographs by the SUBHYD model when compared to the SWMM results

indicate good agreement. It was concluded from the results that the

recorded hydrograph values for this specific application were in error as

pointed out in a study performed by the Environmental Protection Agency (35)

Results shown in Figure 41, 42 and 43 are from a different study performed

on the: same urban test area which also includes results obtained by the

University of Cincinnati Runoff Model. The results shown in Figures 41,

42 and 43 verify that when a single event rainstorm, without any zero

rainfall increments, yield good simulation for both the peak discharges

and the time to peak. The results also indicate that large watersheds,

if subdivided into small subbasins, produce much better simulation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A runoff model entitled SUBHYD is developed based on Linearized

Subhydrograph Method. The model is designed to be used on computers

comparable to those of IBM System/360-370 and UNIVAC 1108.

The model simulates overland flow and generates system hydrograph

for a given drainage basin and subsequently computes conduit sizes for

the peak flows. The data required for using the model consist of the

following:

a.	 Topographic map of the drainage basin

b.	 Existing or planned stormwater system

c.	 Land use maps or aerial photographs

d.	 Synthetic or actual hyetographs

The following conclusions are reached based on the test application

of the model to various watersheds:

1.	 The Linearized Subhydrographs Runoff Model promises to be a

practical tool in the planning and analysis of stormwater

systems due to its simple input requirements.

2.	 It is demonstrated that the SUBHYD Model simulates storm-

water hydrographs for urban areas for both continuous and

discrete storms. However, better simulation is obtained when

continuous rainfall patterns are applied to urban drainage areas,

3.	 The model simulates peak flows well for hyetograph inputs with

both continuous and discrete storms.

The following recommendations for further work may aid in the

improvement of this model and its adoption in the planning and analysis

of drainage systems:

1.	 Studies should be continued to improve the efficiency of the

model in simulating hydrographs for continuously recorded

rainfall patterns. Future work should be directed in obtaining

better simulation for discrete storm events with intermittent

zero rainfall increments.
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2.	 The SUBHYD Model should further be developed as a planning tool

for stormwater management including storm sewer design, storm-

water pumping, equalization basins and storage facilities.

3.	 The incorporation of SUBHYD Model with a qualitative model to

simulate stormwater quality would enhance the capability of

the model.

In summary the SUBHYD Model developed in this report is a promising

tool in simulating runoff for the planning and analysis of stormwater

systems. Further research is needed to develop more comprehensive

guidelines for using SUBHYD Model as a planning tool, and expand its

capability such that it can be used in all facets of stormwater management

studies.

TABLES
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TABLE I

Range of Manning's "N" For Specified Imperviousness

Imperviousness (%) Manning's "N"

0.0 - 15.0 0.370 - 0.350 
16.0 - 25.0 0.220 - 0.200 
26.0 - 35.0 0.120 - 0.100 
36.0 - 45.0 0.085 - 0.075 
46.0 - 60.0 0.060 - 0.055 
61.0 - 80.0 0.040 - 0.035 
81.0 - 100.0 0.020 - 0.018 
TABLE II

Manning's Roughness Coefficient "N" for Conduit Material

Conduit Type Minimum Normal Maximum

1. Cement ­ Neat Surface 0.010 0.011 0.013 
2. Mortar 0.011 0.013 0.015 
3. 
4. 
Concrete ­ Culvert straight 
Concrete ­ Culvert with bends, 
connection and some debris 
0.010 
0.011 
0.011 
0.013 
0.013 
0.014 
5. Concrete ­ finished 0.011 0.012 0.014 
6. Concrete ­
inlets 
sewer with manholes, 0.013 0.015 0.017 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Concrete • 
Concrete • 
Concrete • 
Vitrified 
unfinished, 
unfinished, 
unfinished, 
sewer 
steel form 
smooth wood 
rough wood 
0.012 
0.012 
0.015 
0.011 
0.013 
0.014 
0.017 
0.014 
0.014 
0.016 
0.016 
0.017 
11. Brickwork ­ lined with cement mortar 0.012 0.015 0.017 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
with sewage 
connections 
Sanitary sewers coated 
slimes, with bends & 
Paved invert, sewer, smooth bottom 
Rubble masonry, cemented 
Corrugated metal ­ subdrain 
Corrugated metal ­ storm drain 
0.012 
0.016 
0.018 
0.017 
0.021 
0.019 
0.025 
0.019 
0.024 
0.013 0.016 
0.020 
0.030 
0.021 
0.030 
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Table III

Pipe Numbering Code

Pipe No. NENDD NCOLL

1 1 2

2 2 3

3 3 5

4 4 5

5 5 6

6 6 10

7 7 8

8 8 9

10 10 10

Table IV

Pipe Numbering Code**

Pipe No. NENDD NCOLL

1 1 2

2 2 3

3 3 13

4 4 5

5 5 13

6 6 7

7 7 8

8 8 10

9 9 10

10 10 11

11 11 13

12 12 13

13 13 15

14 14 15

15 15 17

16 16 17

17 17 18

18 18 20

19 19 20

20 20 27

21 21 22

22 22 25

23 23 25

24 24 25

25 25 26

26 26 27

27 27 29

28 28 29

29 29 33

30 30 31

31 31 33

32 32 33

33 33 33

*Refers to numbering code used for the Malvern Urban Test Area, Burlington, Ontario

**Refers to numbering code used for Test Area, Toronto, Canada
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Table V

Pipe Numbering Code*

Pipe No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

 NENDD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

 NCOLL

3

3

4

5

6

9

9

9

10

11

12

13

13

15

18

17

18

19

28

21

22

27

27

27

27

27

28

30

30

31

33

33

36

36

36

38

38

38

*Refers to numbering code used for the Bloody Run Urban Test Site,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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TABLE VI. RESULTS OF SENSITIV. ITY ANALYSIS

Percent Change in Peak Discharge

A) Impervious nes s 38 Subbas ;i ns 1 Subbas ;in

1. 20% bel ow the control imperviousness 4.6 4- 2.6 4­

2. 10% below the control impervi ousness 2.3 4- 1.6 4­

3. 5% bel ow the control imperv iousness 1.1 4- 0.7 4­

4. 5% above the control imperviousness 1.1 t 2.9

5. 10% above the control imperviousness 2.2 3.7

6. 20% above the control imperviousness 4.7 + 4.2 t

B) Mann ing's 11N" Overland Coefficient

1. 20% bel ow the control Manning's "N" 6.4 4- 9.2 4­

2. 10% below the control Manning's "N" 3.1 4- 3.1 4­

3. 5% below the control Manning's "N" 1.5 4- 1.5 4­

4. 5% above the control Manning's "N" 1.4 1.5 +

5. 10% above the control Manning's "N" 3.2 2.5 +

6. 20% above the control Manni ng's "N" 6.4 + 5.4 +

C) Desi gn Hyetograph

1. 20% below the control hyetograph 23.3 4- 22.5 4­

2. 10% bel ow the control hyetograph 11.5 4- 13.1 4­

3. 5% below the control hyetograph 6.6 4- 8.4 4­

4. 5% above the control hyetograph 5.8 + 4.1 t

5. 10% above the control hyetograph 11.5 + 9.4 +

6. 2 0% above the control hyetograph 22.8 t 21.1 +

D) Area

1. 2 0% below the control area 20.2 4- 20.1 +

2. 10% bel ow the control area 10.1 4- 10.1 4­

3. . 5% below the control area 5.0 4- 5.4 4­

4. 5% above the control area 5.0 + 4.7 +

5. 10% above the control area 10.0 + 10.1

6. 20% above the control area 20.0 + 20.2 +

E) Overland Leng th

1. 20% below the control overland length 4,6 4- 4.2 4­

2. 10% below the control overland length 2.3 4- 3.4 4­

3. 5% below the control overland length 1.2 4- 2.9 4­

4. 5% above the control overland length 1.1 f 0.7 +

5. 20% above the control overland length 2.2 1.6 +

6. 20% above the control overland length 4.3 2.6

F) Land Slope

1. 2 0% below the control land slope 2.6 4- 1.6- 4­

2. 10% below the control land slope 1,2 4- 0.7 4­

3. . 5% below the control land slope 0.6 4- 0.5 4­

4. 5% above the control land slope 0.5 + 2.3 +

5. 10% above the control land slope 1.0 2.9 +

6. 20% above the control land slooe 1,9 + 3.1
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Table VII

Watershed Characteristics - General System Analysis

Location Area Overland Slope Manning's Imperviousness 
(acres) Length (ft/100 ft) "N" % 
(feet) 
1. Oakdale, Chicago 12.9 50.0 1.0 0.350 40.0 
2. South Seattle, 27.5 2400.0 0.5 0.020 90.0 
Washington 
3. South Center Tukwila,	 24.0 2700.0 0.5 0.020 97.0 
Washington 
Table VIII 
Characteristics of Maivern Drainage Basin (Burlington, Ontario) 
Watershed Data

Subbasin Area Overl[and SIope Manning' s Imperviousness

Number (acres) Length (ft/100 ft) N" %

(feet)

1 5.64 800. .0 0. 9 0.100 34.0

2 6.23 850. .0 1. 0 0.080 35 .0

3 3.87 800. .0 0. 85 0.080 43 .0

4 6.01 850. .0 0. 75 0.080 47 .0

5 6.12 1000. ,0 1. 2 0.100 31 .0

6 2.26 350. .0 0.7 0.100 36.0

7 9.47 1350. .0 1. 0 0.100 29 .0

8 6.62 850. .0 0.4 0.100 32 .0

9 8.14 1100. .0 0. 9 0.100 23 .0

10 2.14 600. .0 0. 7 0.060 51 .0

Pipe Data

Pipe Pipe Slope Manning's N Manning's N

Length (ft/K )0 ft) (Minimum) (Maximum)

(acres)

1 720.0 1. .0 0. .012 0.016

2 160.0 1..3 0..012 0.016

3 420.0 1..1 0..012 0.016

4 550.0 0.,11 0..012 0.016

5 440.0 1..2 0..012 0.016

6 560.0 0, .7 0. .012 0.016

7 870.0 1..0 0..012 0.016

8 220.0 0..2 0..012 0.016

9 320.0 1.1 0..012 0.016

10 200.0 0..9 0..012 0.016
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Table IX

Watershed Data - Toronto, Canada (104)

Subbasin Area

Number (acres)

1 14.2

2 7.8

3 11.3

4 8.7

5 9.7

6 11.7

7 16.2

8 5.6

9 13.6

10 4.4

11 10.0

12 6.4

13 4.3

14 13.8

15 15.3

16 3.9

17 11.5

18 8.3

19 16.6

20 18.6

21 22,1

22 22.1

23 4.4

24 12.9

25 10.5

26 10.6

27 10.0

28 12.9

29 6.0

30 25.9

31 7,7

32 5,4

33 20.9

Overland

Length

(feet)

1150.0

1100.0

1600.0

850.0

1600.0

750.0

1200.0

800.0

1650.0

750.0

850.0

700.0

800.0

1200.0

1000.0

850.0

900.0

800.0

1400.0

1250.0

1300.0

1250.0

720,0

950.0

900.0

750.0

750.0

950.0

700.0

1800.0

850.0

650,0

1100.0

Slope

(ft/100 ft)

0.9

0.7

1.9

0.9

1.3

1.0

1.5

0.8

0.8

0.7

1.7

1.7

1.0

1.4

0.9

1.8

1.5

1.8

1.0

0.8

1,4

0.6

0.9

1.3

0.9

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.4

1.1

0.7

0.9

0.4

Manning's

"N"

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.045

0.055

0.045

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.045

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.045

0.200

0,055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.055

0.200

0.055

0.055

Imperviousness

%

49.0

47.0

49.0

47.0

52.0

36.0

42.0

47.0

53.0

52.0

78.0

62.0

71.0

51.0

47.0

55.0

71.0

51.0

50.0

48.0

47.0

50.0

72.0

39.0

40.0

55.0

50.0

49.0

60.0

41.0

6.0

44.0

53.0

Pipe 
Number 
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Pipe
Length 
(feet) 
999.0 
1592.0 
900.0 
1767.0 
550.0 
950.0 
570.0 
280.0 
909.9 
1120.0 
398.0 
300.0 
982.0 
239.0 
700.0 
237.0 
451.0 
212.0 
541.0 
600.0 
830.0 
1530.0 
1920.0 
640.0 
690.0 
570.0 
280.0 
810.0 
650.0 
200.0 
860.0 
350.0 
700.0 
Manning's N (minimum) 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
Table X

Pipe System Data - Toronto, Canada (104)

Slope 
(ft/100 ft) 
0.5 
0.64 
0.43 
0.7 
1.23 
0.84 
0.32 
0.62 
0.44 
2.04 
1.12 
3.07 
0,79 
0.33 
0.26 
0.41 
0.37 
0.49 
1.27 
Q.80 
0.97 
0.76 
0.55 
0.50 
1.02 
0.55 
0.53 
0.30 
0.60 
0.41 
0.40 
0.35 
0,50 
Manning's N (maximum) 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
0.016 
Q..016 
Q.016 
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Table XI

Bloody Run Watershed Data - Cincinnati, Ohio (110)

Subbasin Area

Number (acres)

1 176.0

2 68.6

3 73.2

4 59.0

5 38.0

6 33.4

7 69.0

8 250.2

9 53.7

10 45.2

11 38.4

12 81.8

13 49.8

14 50.6

15 48.0

16 60.3

17 21.9

18 29.9

19 .30.1

20 88.3

21 87.1

22 39.3

23 36.1

24 17,9

25 42.5

26 58.9

27 6.1

28 91.2

29 72.0

30 116.0

31 20.2

32 54.0

33 66.0

34 62.5

35 25.0

36 122.0

37 50.1

38 49.0

Overland

Length

(feet)

5010.0

2625.0

2526.0

625.0

1062.0

1500.0

3062.5

4562.5

1375.0

750.0

1125.0

1375.0

1375.0

1125.0

1000.0

1125.0

750.0

1200.0

1562.5

1562.5

1062.5

1125.0

875.0

1125.0

1125.0

1250.0

400.0

2500.0

2687.5

1437.5

2312.5

2600.0

2312.5

3250.0

1300.0

710.0

2625.0

875.0

Slope

(ft/100 ft)

3.1

3.1

3.1

2.3

11.0

10.0

2.2

4.4

11.3

2.7

4.3

3.2

5.0

5.4

3.6

4.3

5,9

6,4

8.3

6.3

2.1

2.5

3.3

4.0

1,5

2.2

2.0

2.4

3.1

4.6

3,5

2,5

4.2

1,2

2.7

7,3

2,3

7,1

Manning's

"N"

0.100

0.100

0.060

0.080

0.080

0.080

0.045

0.060

0.060

0.060

0.045

0.060

0.350

0.100

0.080

0.060

0.060

0.045

0.080

0.080

0.045

0.060

0.080

0.200

0.080

0.080

0.080

0.045

0.200

0.060

0.100

0.350

0.350

0.080

0.200

0.060

0.350

0.100

Imoerviousness

%

34.0

2-9.0

5.3.5

3-5.0

37.0

39.0

73.0

52.0

57.0

59.0

81.0

55.0

11.0

30.0

40.0

49.0

56.0

72.0

45.0

39.0

61.0

46.0

42.0

25,0

40,0

40,0

40.0

65.0

21.0

46.0

35.0

5.0

5.0

40.0

17.0

50.0

11,0

34.0
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Pipe

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Pipe

Length

(feet)

2250.0

2400.0

450.0

1200.0

1450.0

1600.0

1250.0

1300.0

650.0

900.0

400.0

1200.0

400.0

1500.0

800.0

1600.0

600.0

1000.0

2600.0

1400.0

1200.0

850.0

900.0

600.0

150.0

200.0

400.0

1600.0

200.0

1400.0

2000.0

200.0

900.0

20.0

400.0

70.0

200.0

40.0

Slope

(ft/100 ft)

2.5

3.0

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

3.5

4.5

2.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

2.5

2,0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.5

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

2.0

2.0

3.2

3.0

3.5

3.2

3.5

Manning's N

(maximum)

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.016

0..016

0.016

Table XII

Bloody Run Pipe Data - Cincinnati, Ohio (110)

Manning's N

(minimum)

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012
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Unit Hyetograph

t = storm duration

i = storm intensity

Case 1. t = t

r c

CiA

P "

b = 2t
r

V = Cit A

Case 2. > t 
qp 
tb 
c 
= CiA 
= t r + 
V = Cit A 
Case 3. t t
r <  c

2t

qp - CiA

V = CitrA

Time after start of rainfall

Figure 1 Schematics of Linearized Subhydrographs
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Figure 2 Schematics of the Hydrologic Routing Process
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Figure 3 Runoff Coefficient versus Rainfall Duration After Hoad (44)
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READ IN THE

ALLOCATION

PARAMETERS

1

READ IN AND

SORT THE DATA

DEVELOP

HYETOGRAPH

INITIALIZE

PROGRAM

DEVELOP THE OVERLAND

FLOW

1) KINEMATIC WAVE

THEORY

2) THREE MODES OF

THE LINEARIZED

SUBHYDROGRAPH

COMPONENTS

HYDROGRAPH

OUTPUTS

STOP 
ROUTE

H-YDR06RAPH

THROOGH

PIPING SYSTEM

Figure 4 "SUBHYD" Model Generalized Flowchart

U213Ul516i7iai920212223242526272829303l3233343536373839404142434445464748495O5i5253545556575859606162636465666768697C|7172737475767778?98O 
12345678910

10X TITLE (15A4) 
6X Ml 4 3X DUR F7.4 3X RATIO F7.4 3X DELTA F7,4 6X NOPT 14 5X HAX1M 15

3X 3X 3X 3X 3X AROC F7 , l 3X 13 4X MAXDIA 15

f f t ? 
AINTER NFACT NCHECK NCHEX

!2 12 12 12

OSPT A4 IX 2XSIZE F6.2 4X ALENGT F7.2 VALUE F6.4 2X ROUGH F8.4 2X PER F6.2 2X IX 8X PERCE
F4.2

Kilo
 NENDO NCOLL NTYPE
12 12 12 12

12X DEPTH FB.4 10X DURAT F1Q.4

Figure 5 Input Formats fo r the "SUBHYD11 Model 
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SYSTEM HYDROGRAPH, INLET NO. 1 
DRAINAGE AREA = 12.9ACRES, MANNINGS N = 0 * 3 5 0 , OVERLAND LENGTH = 5 0 * FT . 
SLOPE = C.010FT/F7, FRACTION OF IMPERVIOUS SURFACE «= 0.40 
TIME SYSTEM DISCHARGE

(MINUTES) <CFS)

2.0 0.54 
4.0 0.76 
6.0 C.74

8-0 0*69

10.0 1.18 
12.0 1.11 
14.0 1.31 
16.0 4.C2 
18.0 4.15 
20.0 4.28 
22.0 4 .41 
24.0 -4.54 
26.0 6.93 
28.0 10.C3 
30.0 13.12 
32.0 16.22 
34.0 17.72 
36.0 17.67 
38.0 17.41 
40.0 16.52 
42.0 15.70 
44.0 13.99 
46.0 12-€5 
48.0 11.72 
50.0 S.91 
52.0 £.29 
54.0 6.91 
56.0 t.76 
58.0 10.14 
60.0 10.43 
62.0 5.33 
64.0 8.74 
66.0 7.58

6S.0 6.65

70.0 5.52 
72.0 4.57 
74.0 3.62 
76.0 2-67 
76.0 1#86 
80.0 1.26 
82.0 C.90 
84.0 0.7C 
86.0 0.55 
85.0 0.41 
90.0 0.32 
92.0 C.24 
94.0 C.18 
96.0 0.12 
95.0 C.07 
100.0 0.02 
102.0 0.01 
Figure 6 Example of Hydrograph Output - General System Analysis 
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INLET hYCRCGRAPH, INLET NC . 4 
DRAINAGE AREA « *S.OACRES, MANNINGS N * 0 .080, OVERLAND LENGTH « 625 . FT, 
SLOPE « 0.Q23FT/FT, FRACTION OF IMPERVIOUS SURFACE * 0.35 
TIME (MINUTES) 
5 . 0 
10.0 
15.0 
23.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.C 
70.0 
15.0 
eo.o 
65.0 
90.0 
95.0 
100.0 
105.0 
110.0 
115.0 
120.0 
125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
155.0 
160.0 
165.0 
170.0 
17 5.0 
180.0 
185.0 
190.3 
195.0 
200.0 
205.0 
210.0 
215.0 
220.0 
225.0 
230.0 
235.0 
INLET DISCHARGE

CCFS)

C.24 
C.5S 
C.92 
1.29 
1.96 
2.62 
2.22 
2 .92 
4.55 
4.65 
4.E7 
4.66 
s.oe 
5.53 
5.62 
5.47 
5.79 
5.9C 
5.6 2 
5.35 
5.04 
4.72 
4.63 
4.53 
4.22 
2.71 
3.20 
2.71 
2.2* 
1.92 
1.60 
1.34 
1.11 
C.92 
0.77 
C.62 
C.47 
C.33 
C.23 
C.15 
c.ce0.05 
C.04 
C.03 
C.02 
0.C2 
C.01 
Figure 7 Example of Hydrograph Output - Subbasin Inlet
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THIS I S A CIRCULAR PIPE KITH THE

PIPE HYDRCGRAPh, PIPE ND. 3 0

P I D r LENGTH* 1 4 C 0 - 0 F T , PIPE D I A . = 3 3 . 3 5 INCHESt SLOPE * 3 * 0 PERCENT 
TRAVEL TIKE IN PIPE I S 2 - 2  5 MINUTES 
TIME PIPE DISCHARGE

(MINUTES) (CFS)

7.2 0.71

12.2 2.92 
17.2 6.66 
22.2 11.33 
27.2 17.30 
32.2 24.93 
37.2 33.69 
42.2 42.53 
47.2 52.2e 
52.2 60.25 
57.2 65.80 
62.2 65.85 
67.2 7C.94 
72.2 74.11 
77.2 76.C2 
82.2 BC.92 
87.2 82.98 
92.2 65.22 
97.2 87.14 
102.2 87.28 
107.2 8*.39 
112.2 82.61 
117.2 79.64 
122.2 77-41 
127.2 74.75 
122.2 7C.62 
137.2 64.72 
142.2 57.86 
147.2 51.01 
152.2 44.61 
157.2 39.21 
162.2 34.45 
167.2 3C.C6 
172.2 26.CC

177-2 22.42

182.2 19.22 
187.2 16.46 
192.2 13.98 
197.2 11.82 
202.2 1C.C0 
207.2 8*44 
212.2 7.16 
217.2 5.97 
222.1 2.94 
227.2 2.7C 
232.2 2.47 
237.2 2 .2t 
242.2 2.09 
247.2 1*93 
252.2 1-EC 
Figure 8 Example of Hydrograph Output - Circular Pipe 
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THIS IS A SEMI-ELLIPTICAL PIPE WITH

fU « 25.23 INCHES R2 • 6.66 INCHES R3 » 21.04

R4 *= 6.66 INCHES R5 ~ 4-20 INCHES

PIPE HYDRCGRAPH, PIPE NO. 19

PIPE LENGTH* 2600.0 FT, PIPE DIA. « 2C.19 INCHES, SLOPE * 3.5 PERCENT

TRAVEL TIKE IN PIPE IS S.4C MINUTES

TIKE PIPE DISCHARGE

(MINUTES) (CFS)

10.4 . C.ll 
15.4 C.84 
20.4 2.12 
25.4 3.76 
30.4 5.51 
35.4 8.06 
40.4 11.01 
45.4 12.78 
50.4 16.64 
55.4 15.28 
60.4 20.66 
£5.4 21.17 
70.4 21.44 
?5.4 21.95 
80.4 22.17 
85.4 22.85 
90.4 23.69 
95.4 24.26 
100.4 25.12 
105.4 24.85 
110.4 24.02 
115.4 23.06 
120.4 21.91 
125.4 21.CO 
130.4 20.20 
135.4 IS.87 
140.4 16.9C 
145.4 14.1C 
150.4 12.68 
155.4 1C.87 
160.4 9.32 
165.4 7.ee 
170.4 6.54 
175.4 5.3? 
180.4 4.39 
185.4 3.6C 
190.4 2.94

1S5.4 2.37

200.4 i.9O 
205.4 1.5C 
210.4 1.14 
215.4 C.72 
220.4 C.07 
22 5.4 £.04 
230.4 C.03 
235.4 C.02 
240.4 C.02 
245.4 0.01 
250.4 C.C1 
255.4 C.01 
Figure 9 Example of Hydrograph Output - Semieliiptical Pipe
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THIS IS * RECTANGULAR TRUNK SEKEP WITH THE 
HEIGHT = 12*04 INCHES AND THE LENGTH * 24*08 INCHES 
PIPE HYCRCGRAPH, PIPE NCU 4 
PI^C LPNGTH= 12C0.C FT, SLOPE = 3 -5 PERCENT 
TRAVEL TIKE IN PIPE IS 2 .12 KINUTES 
TIME PIPE DISCHARGE

(MINUTES) 4CFS)

7 .1 0.55 
12.1 1.57 
1 7 . 1 2 * 6 5 
22.1 3.E5 
27 .1 5 .£6 
32.1 e.10 
37.1 1C.23 
42.1 12.63 
47.1 15.05 
52.1 16.33 
57.1 17.31 
62.1 17.97 
67.1 18.95 
72.1 20.73 
77 .1 21 .97 
B2.1 22.36

£7.1 23.73

92.1 25.06 
97.1 25 .3£ 
102.1 25 .39 
107.1 2 5 . 3 2 
112.1 25.1C 
117.1 25 .20 
122.1 25.3C 
127.1 24 .79 
132.1 23 .63 
137.1 22 .30 
142.1 21.CD 
147.1 19.76 
152.1 IE.59 
157.1 17.45 
162.1 16.4C 
167.1 15 .45 
172.1 14.5£ 
177.1 13.77 
182.1 1 2 . 9 :

1S7.1 12 .20

192.1 11 .43 
197.1 10.72 
202.1 10 .07

7C7.1 9 .46

212.1 £.9C 
217.1 8 .40 
722.1 7 .93 
227.1 7.4S 
232.1 7.05 
237.1 6.64 
242.1 6 .25 
Figure 10 Example of Hydrograph Output - Rectangular Pipe
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Figure 11 Pipe Network and Area Designation for the Catchment

Test Area (96)
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Figure 12 Drainage Plan for Test Site ­ Toronto, Canada (104) 
(Basins 26 & 27 Not Shown)
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Figure 13 Schematic of Bloody Run Storm Sewer Network - Cincinnati, Ohio (110)
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d = depth of flow

D = diameter of pipe

Values of N/Npull

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4

Hydraulic Radius

72 7 4 ' .g 78 1T0 ^ 172

Values of R/R ., and A/A,-,,-,-,
Full ru 11

Figure 14. Characteristics of the Circular Pipe Section (4)

D

D = Diameter of semi elliptical conduit

(R values as shown)

1.0

Hydraulic

Radius, R

Area, A

Sewer Profile

d - depth of flow

0	 .2 A .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1,4

Values of R/RFull and A / A F U 1 1

Figure 15 Characteristics of the Semi elliptical Conduit (127)
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height of Rectangular Condui

width of Rectangular Conduit

depth of flow

Manning"s n

1.0

.8­

.6.

.4

.2.

0

0.5	 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Values of N/NFu11

Figure 16 Characteristics of the Rectangular Conduit (82)
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Figure 17 General Plan of Oakdale Avenue Drainage Basin, Chicago (19)
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Figure 18 Results from Oakdale Avenue Drainage Basin, Chicago 
Storm of July 2, 1960 (19) 
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Figure 19 Results from Oakdale Avenue Drainage Basin, Chicago 
Storm'of July 7, 1964 (19) 
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SOUTH SEATTLE 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 5' 
(BASED ON CITY OF StATTLE 
DATUM « M S.L.4- 6.05') 
Figure 20 General Plan of South Seattle Drainage

Basin - Seattle, Washington (126),

5 —i .„,.„, *• 
SOUTH CENTER 
TUKW1LA, WASHINGTON en 
SCALE: I " . 120' 
Figure 21 General Plan of South Center Drainage Basin-Tukwila, Washington (126) 
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c. Storm of February 15, 1975, South Center, Tukwila

Figure 22. Results from Seattle, Washington (126)
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Figure 23 Results from South Center, Tukwila, Washington 
September 23, 1974 (126) 
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Figure 25 Results from Malvern Urban Test Catchment, Burlington, Ontario (96)
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Figure 26 Results from Maivern Urban Test Catchment-
Burlington, Ontario (96) 
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Figure 27 Topographical Map of Urban Test Site for Toronto, Canada (104)
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Figure 29 Results from Toronto, Canada-June 1, 1976 (104) 
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Figure 31 Results from Toronto, Canada ­ July 1, 1976 (104) 
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Figure 32 Results from Toronto, Canada - July 1, 1976 (104)
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Figure 33 Results from Toronto, Canada "July 7, 1976 (104) 
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Figure 35 Results from Toronto, Canada - August 13, 1976 (104)
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Figure 36 Results from Toronto, Canada - March 27, 1976 (104) 
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Figure 37 Results from Toronto, Canada April 25, 1976 (104) 
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Figure 40 Results from Cincinnati, Ohio - May 12, 1970 (35) 
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November 9S 1970 .(110) 
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NOTATION

A - area of a subbasin (acres)

C - runoff coefficient (dimensionless)

D - rainfall depth (inches)

d - minimum diameter or size for a particular conduit (ft)

I - imperviousness (percent)

L - overland length (feet)

M - number of rainfall increments evaluated during total storm

duration

MAXDIA - storage parameter related to maximum conduit size

MAXTIM - storage parameter related to the maximum time limit allowed for

the generation of outfall hydrographs

N - Manning's roughness coefficient

NN - number of subbasins

P - population density in an urbanized area (people/acre)

Q - discharge for a given conduit or subbasin- (ft /sec)

- peak discharge from a subbasin or conduit (ft /sec)
q
p

R 
- hydraulic radius (ft)

S - slope of a subbasin or a pipe (ft/100 ft)

- storage parameter for memory allocation

- time from start of storm event

- time base of the total runoff or pipe hydrograph (minutes)

- time of concentration (minutes)

- overland flow time (minutes)

- duration of rainfall increments (minutes)

- time of travel in sewer pipe (minutes)

- volume of runoff from a subbasin (ft )

- steady state uniform flow velocity (ft/sec)

su

- fraction of impervious area for a subbasin

- modified intensity corresponding to the ordinate of the subhydrograph

at time t (inches/hr)
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1 0 0 C A L L I N U A L t S ( N 2 4 » , S < N 2 5 I » S I N 2 6 > , M » N N , S I N 3 0 J , ( ) K t H A X T l M I B 
C A L L K i N W A V < S < N 0 2 ) . S I N 0 4 ) » S I N 0 5 ) , S C N 0 6 I , S ( N 0 9 ) , S I N 1 2 I * B 
& S I N 1 /  I • S I N 1 8 ) , S I N l ' H p S I N 2 0 ) , S I N 2 L ) i H f N N I a 
C A L L S U B H Y I S ( N O 2 I » S ( N 0 3 » , S < N 1 8 ) , S I N 1 9 J # S I N 2 0 l f S ( N 2 U , 
L S I N 2 4 ) , S I N 2 5 I , S ( N 2 6 ) , M , N N , M A X T I M l 
CALL U U T F U n S f N 0 4 I • S I N 0 5 I , S< N 0 6 ) , S ( N 0 9 ) t S I N 1 2 ) , S ( N 2 2 ) , 
C S < N i O > , S I N l l t  , S I N U ) » S I N 1 ^ ) » S ( N 1 5 ) t S < N 0 8 J , S ( N 0 3 ) , & l f 
C S ( N 2 l ) . S I W 2 3 J , S<«2-41 , 5 - ( W 2 5 1
 f S ^ N 2 6 )  f H , N N , S I N 3 0 > , M A X T I H , M A X O I A , 
C S I N 4 ^ )
 t S < N 4 5 J , S l N 4 6 » , S ( N ^ 7 > , S ( N ' t a ) , S ( N 4 9 1 t S « N 5 0 > t S ( N 5 1 » f 
6 S I N 5 2 ) » S < N 5 3 > « S t N 5 4 ) t S < N 5 5 J t S ( N 5 6 > t $ i N 5 7 ) » S < N 5 ( M » S t N 5 9 ) t 
t S C N 6 0 ) » S ( N 3 1 ) , S ( N 3 7 ) V S I N 3 B ) 9 S I N 3 9 ) t S ( N 4 0 ) i S I N ^ l l « S ( N 2 H ) 
I

I

44****************44***************************** **************** 4******** 
• I F f O K . E Q . l . O ! GOTO 1 1 5	 • 
**************** 444444444****4*4****************************************** 
* IFtNCHECK,EQ.O! GO TO t 1 5	  • . 
I 
**************** 44444*444*4*********0 ******************************** 4*4 
CALL t ,  S ( N 0 9 ) t » S I N 2 2 IR O U I E l S < N O 4 *I l 4 *t S I N Q 5 )I ) , S I N 0 6 J #I  S ( O 9 )  t S 1 N L 2 II » S I N 2 2 I * 
S ( N O 3 I , S 
S ( N 2 U t1 . ^tN?\\Sf N 2 3 )  t S ( N 2 4 l | S ( N 2 5 I t S I N 2 6 ) t N t N N t S I N 2 7 )  t S (N2B( 2 B I # S(N29 
S i N l O l , H i , S I N 1 3I I , S C N U l, l tt S ( N 1 5 )( ) , S ( N O H )( ),, ( Q )» S C N 1 7 I ,&  S ( N U )( ) , I	 , S ( N 3 )  SCN17 
) t ( 
s (N30 l 
t	
 .<;iM?4l . ( : iM7^l . ( ; f 7 / t l .H.WNAIW? 71 - t f 7fl 1 .t f M7QI . 
& S ( N 3 O ) , S ( N 3 2 I , S ( N 3 3 ) , S ( N 3 ^ I , S ( N 3 5 ) , S < N 3 6 > , S ( N 3 7 ) , S ( N 3 B l ,

€ S ( N 3 9 l , S ( N 4 0 ) , S ( N 4 U , SCN3  1 I  , S ( N 4 2 I , S (N43 I , M A X TI M, MAXOI As

& S I N 4 4 I t S I N 4 5 ) 9 S ( N 4 6 )  t S ( N 4 D  f S ( N 4 B I  t S ( N 4 9 i  t S ( N 5 O ) | S ( N 5 L I « »

£ S ( N 5 2 ) , $ < N 5 3 ) . S ( N 5 4 ) « S < N 5 5 ) f S ( N 5 6 } | S ( N 5 7 ) t S ( N 5 8 ) f S ( N 5 9 l » S ( N 6 0 U *

IFISIN30»!- lKeQ.0 .0> GO TO 110 
• OK«l.O	 • 
4 444**********4**4 4444 444*4******************************4****4*4********* 
• B . . , «  * 
B 
B F 
B F 
6 F 
B F 
•	 ! ) * • » » • >V 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
U F 
b F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
» •	 B * • • • < »F. 
B F 
B F 
B F 
ki F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
B F 
ti F 
U F 
I B F J 
U<- . . * • B « . . . . . . F 0 
I B F 
• HO GO TO 100 * 0 F 
+ » *#* * *«* * * * * *+# t * *M * * * * * <^ * # * * * + * * * * * • * * * * * * « * ^ 4 ^ « ^ # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f 
f 
O<.» • • . . , . « * . » • . 0 
I 
• 115 STOP * 
**t **+**********+***** t+t+t+* + ****+++ + * ***+*+*++*****+ *+ + m+++*++++*++$+ + 
• ENO * 
#«*«#«««*#*####«»««««#4*#4 ft*********************************************** 
IENTRANCEI

I

I

SUBROUTINE INPUT IM,NN,MAXTIM,MAXOIAl

REAL S,NNLOW,NNHIGH,tTLANOtMANN,LENGTH

REAL INTFK,MAN,NANING,MAX,MANING,LONG

INTEGER ALIMIT.AINTER

CCMMON/BLOCKA/ DELTA,NE,RATIO,NOPT #DUR,KlNO

COMMON/BLOCKS/ A 1NTER,NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX»AROt,N,NINTER,KA8

DIMENSION TITLEU5)

C

• C KH IS THE NUMBER OF BASINS OR PIPES

•C MAXTIM IS THE MAXIMUM TIME ALLOWED FOR THE ALLOCATION

•C WITHIN THE PROGRAM

•C MAXDIA IS THE MAXIMUM DIAMETER TO BE DESIGNED FOR IN THE

•C ALLOCATION OF THE PROGRAM

*C USE THE EQUATION GIVEN BELOW TO SET UP THE S ARRAY

*C TITLE IS AN ALPHA NUMERIC 60 CHARACTERS LONG OF YOUR CHOICE

• C 
• R E A O I 5 , l O C l TITLE 
• 100 FORMAT!10X,15A4I 
•C 
• C M IS THE INTERVALS OF RAINFALL 
•C DUR iS THE DURATION OF EQUAL INTERVALS OR I F NOT EQUAL 
•C INTERVALS THE LENGTH OF THE VARIABLE IS ZERO 
•C RATIO IS THE RATIO OF THE TIME 10 PEAK TU THAT OF THE 
• C E  M IRE STORM 
•C DELTA IS THE INTERVAL OF THE SUBHVORUbRAPH METHOD USUALLY 
•C CNE MINUTE 
•C NOPT I S THE CCNTROL CARD. IF ZERO THE ACTUAL RAINFALL DATA 
•C IS U S E D , I F > ZERO DESIGN STORM DATA IS USED 
• C 
• R E A D I 5 , I O 5 J M,DUR,RATIO,DELTA,NOPT,MAXTIM 
• 105 F 0 R M A T I 6 X , 1 4 , 3 1 JX ,F 7 . 4 ) ,6X , I 4 , &X , 1 5 ) 
• C 
*C AINTER IS THE DISCHARGE PRINT INTERVAL I N MINUTES AND MUST 
•C BE A MULTIPLE OF DELTA* 
•C NFACT IS THE CONTROL,IF THE TIME OF SfcWER IS ADDED TU THE 
*l T IMb BASli THE VALUE I S ZERO, YOU WILL GET A SYSTFM 
•C TIMF BASE I F THE VALUE I S ZERO YUU WILL GET A SYSTFrf 
*C UUTFALL HYDROGRAPH, I F THE VALUt IS > l EACH INLET AND 
• C LCNTRI1VUTJ-NG BASIN WILL Bk GIVEN FUK SEPARATE P I P E 
• C HYOHOCRAPHS 
• L NCHtCK I S 1HU LCNTROL F(JP P R I N T I N G THE H E A D I N G , IF ZLRO GENERA* 
• C SYSTFMS WILL BE G I V E N , I F NUT ZERU DETAILED SYSTEMS 
•C K I L L tiE GIVEN 
• C AMOC I S THE PLACEHOLDER FUR INK MAXIMUM DURATION Of- STUR4 
• C U'JUALLY ibO M I N . , T H I S WILL i N S U K t FULL SATUKATIDN UF 
• C in ." GROUND SURF AC F 
• C NCHFX I S ZMUI IF ARf)C I S ASSUMED AS THE MAXIMUM STORM 
• C l.LT.ATlUN WITH A WbiGHTlD RUNUl-F t l i hFF IC U N I WHILE 
• C IFL PRDGUAH C ALCiJL A I Li» USING K l N k H A T I C WAVf TtlEJJHY 
• C I f THE VALUC IS ONI. ThF ME I S (INLY ONf RUNOf F 
* ( L L L T F I C I E N I FUR Tlie F N I I R L UASIN 
C 'YOUR MAXIMUM TIME L I M I  T ALLOWED I S » » 1 5 » « M I N U T E S  l « / / t 4 O X  t 
£ •YOUR MAXIMUM DIAMETER ALLOWED I S S I 5 *  ' INCHES*
 %U% *QX» 
£ 'YOUR NUMBER OF BASINS ANO P IPES I S % I 3  > 
I
I
I 
• END • 
«4*#***•*+*••••*++*««#•+*+**+***«««***#+*#****»**+*+***•***»******+«+*+#*« 
(ENTRANCE!

I

SUBROUTINE DATA* DEPTH,DURAT,AREA,LTLAND,SLOPE,XFRACT,DISRPTt

e NTYPE,MANN,LENGTH,PSLOP£,TIMSEW,NEND,#ICGLpNKIND,DSCRPT|

*M,NN,SHAP£.,NNLOW»NNHIGH,PERCEN,DiAl

REAL S,NNLOWtNNHIGH,LTLANO,MANN,LENGTH

REAL INTEN,MAN,NANING,MAX,MAN ING,LONG

INTEGER ALIMIT,A!NTER

COMMON/BLOCK A/ OELTA,NE,RATIO.NOPT,DUR»KIND

COMMON/BLOCKB/ AINTER,NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROC,N,NINTER,KAB

DIMENSION OEPTHtMl,OURATIM>,AREA4NN1,LILAND!NN>,SLOPE<NNI,

& XFRACTCNN),DISRPTiNN),NTYPE(NN) ,MANN<NN),LENGTH(NNi,PSLOPE(NN)t 
£ TIMSEU(NN),NEND(NNI,NCOL(NN),NKINDINN),DSCRPT(NN), 
tSHAPE«NN).NNLOWINN!tNNHIGHlNNIpPERCEN(NN}fDIA(NN) 
c

c READ flAlMf A l l DATA 
c

c DEPTH IS THE INCHES OF RAINFALL DURING INTERVAL I 
•c DURAT IS THE TIME SPREAD OF INTERVAL l9 IF DUR>1 THIS VALUE 
•c IS ZERO, OTHERWISE THIS VALUE IS USED TO FIND THE TIME

INTERVALS, IF THE INTERVALS ARE EQUAL OR IF THE VALUES

•c ARE UNEQUAL THE INTERVALS ARE BYPASSED 
•c

REAO(5,150) IOEPTH( I» ,DURATin , i - l . M  ) 
I 
I 
I 
• •#(

IFIOUR.EQ.0.0) GO TO 105

B

B

B

•• DO 100 I-l.M • B

***+***#**#***««*««**•****»+#*«*#*+»**»»£*»»**##*ft*********************** B

I a

I
 B

I
 B

B
100 DURATII1*OUR

B

B

B

.0

• 105 CONTINUE

• C

•t READ STURM StWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS

•C

• C

•C INCREMENTING TO

I	 B J N 
0< * • « • . • « . . . • • * . « . * , « « . B . . . • • « « « . J * * . . , « . O 
i B J 
B J 
• 125 HAN~HANN(NO)	 • B J 
• IFINCHECK.EQ.01 IIMSEW(NO)*LTLAND(NOi/10.0	 • B J 
4 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • • * • • * • • * * • * * Q j 
1 H J 
I H J 
1 B J 
4 + 4 * * * * * * * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * B J 
• IFINO.GE.NE) GO TO 130  * . B .0 J 
*4t4444444******4*«******************************************************* 0 F J 
f B F J 
I B F J 
I 0 F J 
B F J 
» • • > *	 F J 
B F J 
B F J 
B F J 
8 F J 
B F J 
• C • B F J 
*C SPECIAL CASE FOR FIRST TIME THRU OATA DOESN'T HAVE TO BE READ IN • B F J 
•C ANY PARTICULAR OROER WILL SORT OUT	 • B F J 
•C	 * , B F J 
I B F J 
0 < . . . . . . „ • • • • • « • • • .«o6 • . . * .  • .Q J 
I	 B J 
•***•***•**•***•**•*4********4******4*4******#******************•********* B J 
• 130 NE-NO	 . * B 4 
I B J 
1 B J 
I B J 
4*******4*4*************************4************************************* B J 
• GO TO 110	 * >A J 
B J 
b J 
B J 
* 4 * 4 4 * 4 * * 4 * * * * * 4 4 * * * 4 * 4 + 4 * * * * 4 * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * • * 8 J 
•C	 • H J 
•C PIPE SYSTEM OATA	 * B J 
• t * B J 
4*44 4 * * * * * 4 * * 4 * 4 4 « * « 4 * 4 * • 4 * * * * * * * * 4 * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * • • * • • • * * 4 * 4 4 * B J 
I	 B J 
135 SHAPE(NO)«SIZE 
LENGTH!NOI* ALENGT 
PSLOPEINOJ- VALUE 
NNLOW(NO)*RUUGH 
NNHIGHINOI-PEH 
T!HSEW<NO)*LENGTHtNOI/120.0 
NENIHNOI- NENUO 
NCOL<N(U« NCCLL 
NKlNOtNOI «• MYP 
DSC«PTINOJ*OSPT 
PERCENINOI-PEHCE 
OIAINOMO.O 
GO TO 110 • . 4 
140 CONTINUE

IFINN.NE.NE> ttRIT£(69145) 
1*5 FORMAT!iOX,'YOUR INPUT DATA DOES NOT NATCH ERROR1I 
155 FOHMAU I X , 1 2 . 2 X , F 6 . 2 , 4 X . F 7 . 2 , I X , F |2X»F8«4 !2X,F6 . , 1 2 , I X , 1 2 , 
C IX 112, l X l ' l 2 t A 4 , 8 X t F 4 . 2 } 
RETURN 
END 
(ENTRANCE)

I

I

**«

SUBROUTINE HYETJOEPTH, DURAT, TIME, INTENtN,NNl

REAL S,NNLOW,NNHIGH,LTLAND,MANN,LENGTH

REAL INTEN,HAK,NANING9MAX,NANINGtLCNG

INTEGER ALINIT,A1NTER

COMHON/BL0CK4/ OELTA,NEfRATIO,NOPT,OUR,KIND

CUMMON/BLOCKB/ AINTER,NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROCpN,NINTER»KAB

DIMENSION DEPTHCHl, 13U«AT(M), TCMfc<M», INTENIM)

DO tOO K T - l , H 
TlHE<KT}«T!M+DURAHKTt 
TIM-TIHEIKTI 
100 CONTINUE 
•C 
•C OPTION CCKTROL 
•C IF ZERO ACTUAL RAINFALL DATA»IF>1 DESIGN STORM DATA 
• C 
1

I

* 4*+**•**********44*ft******4* + 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

4 IP(NOPT.NE.O) GO TO 110 4.

4 444444^4444 4444*4 4****4*444* 4 **444^# 4 *44*44**44*i4*444i4«44 4**

I

I

I F

I F

I F

1 F

>***********«**< F

A . •• DO 125 KT*i#K • F

A 44*****+****************************************************************** F

A I F 
A F 
A F 
A F 
A •C F 
A •C SEE IF TIME hAS REACHED RECEOING tIMB Of HVOROGRAPH IF NOT F 
A •c FINO ASSENOtftG EOGE OF HVDROGRAPH F 
A •c F 
A F 
A F 
A F 
A F 
A F 
A * IFIKT.GT.NPEAKI GO TO 120 •0 F 
A ************** t #««# B F 
A B F 
A B F 
A 0 F 
A 6 F 
A T2«KT*DURATII) B F 
A Or*(T2-TII/RATIO a F 
A • KAT-<NP£AK-KTHI o F 
A •c 8 F 
A •c FOR FIRST TIME THRU SPECIAL CASE FOR RISING LIHB OF HYQROGRAPH 0 F 
A •c B F 
A «*******************##«***ft******************************#*««*******•+*** U F

A I B F 
A I B F 
A I H F 
A B F****************••#•******************••##• • • • •»•*• •#•«• •**• •*#»•********* 
A • 6. • a F *

• l F { t u r « N £ , n GO TO 115 * • • A B F J

>*****> A
 b F
I J
A
 B F J
I*
 II F J
fA
 B F J

A • INTENIKATJ*60.0*iO£PTH«KT>/DIi B F J 
A * Tl*T2 B F J 
A ************************************** ***************************•* B F J 
A 1
 B
 f
 J

A 1 F J

A I F J

* GO TO 125 « . . * « 
• C INCREHENT HYOROGRAPH DEPTH TO PRECEDING DEPTH *

U5 
*C 
FIND RISING SIDE Of HYDROGRAPH 
INT£N!KAT)»60.O*{O£P?HfKTl-D£PTH(L?!l/DT 
I 
c 
I 
• # # • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ « « « • * * * * * * * 
• GO TO 125 
I 
• tZQ KAT*KT-NP£AK 
• T2*KAT*0URAT«l* 
• 0T-U2-TD/RATI0 
*C 
+C FIRST TIME THRU OR RECEOING LIMB OF HYOROGRAPH

• C 
• IFCKAT.NE.Ht GO TO 125 
A I f 
A I f 
A I F 
A * L T - K T - l * F 
A * lNTEN(KTI*6C«O+(D£i>tH<KT}->OEP!MILTn/0T * f 
A * TI-T2 * f= 
A i f 
A 0 < s c o * eo • . « . .  a « » « « « » «  0 
A i 
125 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
(ENTRANCE) 
I 
I 
************************************************************************** 
* SUBROUTINE 1 N I T A  U AT IMHS ,T IMF S ,F LOW. M ,NN. GOOD.OK , HAXT I Ml 
* REAL S,NNLOW#NNHIGH9LTLAN09MANN,LENGTH 
* REAL !NTENtHAN,NANING9HAX9NANINGfL0NG 
• INTEGER ALIMITfAINTER 
• COMMON/BLCCKA/ OELTA,NE,RAT IO,NOPT9DURt»U NO 
• COMHON/BLOCKB/ A INT£R.NCHECK,NFACT9NCHCX,ARUCiN|NINTER,KAtf 
• DIMENSION ATIHES<MAXTINl9TIHESiNN9NAXTlH)9FLOM<NNfHAXTINi9 
* £ GOUDfNNi 
A , «  . 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A H 
A B* 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A 8 
A B 
******************^******************************************************* 
A * DO 110 1-1,NN * 
A • * • • • • • • • • • • • * * • • « # • • • • • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * fl 
A
A I
A I
A • GOOOU 1*0.0
A I
A I
A I
. , « . • • • • • « « • • . * 110 CONTINUE
i
()<*«••« «
I 
>** + * * # • * * * • • * • * » • • * # • ' 
115 RETURN 
END 
1 8 
B 
B 
• B 
B 
B 
B 
 • • « « « • • • •
 • B 
B 
a 
0 
(ENTRANCE)

I

!

• 44#44 4444*444 444*44 44••44 4*4444444 44444 444444*4##4#######444 44*4 444444 44 4

SUBROUTINE KJfcWAVI DURAT, LTLANO, SLOPE, XFRACT, HANNt TlHSEWi •

£ TiHEt JNTEN, ROCOEF, TIHCON, TBAS£,NtNNl

REAL 5,NNLOW,NNHIGH,LTLAND»MANN,LENGTH

REAL INTEN,MAN,NANING,MAX,MANING,LONG

INTEGER ALlWIT,AfNTER

COHHON/BLCCKA/ DELTA,NEpRATI0»NOPTtOUft.KINO

COMHON/BLOCKBy AINTER»NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROC,N»N!NTER»KAB

DIMENSION f)UHAT(M), LTLAND(NN), SLOPtlNN), XFRACT(NN)» HANN(NN)9

€ TlHSEWINNIt T1HE(HI9 INTEN(H)V ROCUEFCNNt M), TINCON(NN« HI9

£ IBASEfNN, H)

4C LARGEST VALUE WHEN USING DRAINAGE BASIN DATA MAIN PROGRAM

A . f . •• 00 125 NPOS»l,NE • 
A 44*4#*4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444*444444444444444444444444 
A 
A 
A 
A 
DO 125 K T - l r M 
A B 
A B I 
A B 1 
A B 1 
A B 4444444 4444444444*4444444*«4»444#4444444444#4*4444444444444444444444444444 
A 0 •C 4 
A B • C OPTION C C M R Q L • 
A B •C • 
A B 
A B I 
A 0 I 
A B I 
A b 4#44444444444444 4 4444444444444444444*4444444*44444444444444444444444444444 
A It • IF(NCHEX.EQ.01 GQ TO 100 4. 
A B 
A I 
A B i 
A B I 
A B 444*444*4444444444444444*4444444444****4*44444444#444444444#4####44*4**444 
A B •C • 
A fl •C NOT A CONSTANT RUNOFF C O E F F I C I E N T FOR AREAS • 
A B • C • 
A B • R (JCUt :F<NPOS|Kn*XFRACf INPGSI * I T I ML f K T l / C T ( HE t K T J + B » O ) | H l « O  - • 
A II 
A \\ #«44 #4 44*444**44**tt**44M*#44444 #4 444* 44 44#4 444 * * * * * *  * ****#**#*#****** #4 4 
A B 
B 
8 
B 
a 
fl 
u CO TO 105 • Q 
A B F 
A 0 F 
A 8 F 
A 0 1 F 
B F 
B 
U 
* 100 «OCOEFCNP0SiKTI-IXFRACTINPOSI*IAROC/lAR0C*6«)M«­ * 
• UU.-XFRACnNPOSII*l0.5*AROCV<AR0CM5,.O)M • 
4***********************4************************************************* 
F 
F 
F 
B I F 
(j ( } < • * • • • « « • • « • • • * • . « . • • « • •  • .0 
A B 
A ti 
A B • 105 IFUNTENIKTI •EQ.O.O) GO TO 120 • • .0 
A 6 4*********************************************4*************************** B 
A H I B 
A B I B 
A B I 0 
A B • •  i 
A B IFfSLOPEINPOSI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 115 
A B ¥*< 
A U I 
A B i 
A 0 I 
A B m^44******************************** ************************************** 
A B * T!MCON(NPOS,Kf)-0.93*1LTLAND(NP0S)**0.6)*<HANNINPOS)••0.61/ 
A B 4 t U ( 1NTEN1KTMR0COEFINP0S.KT1 I ••O.%1 *ISLOPEI NPOSJ*»0, 311 
A B •c 
A B 
B 
•c 
*c 
OPTION CONTROL 
INLET ANO ASSOCIATED BASIN CONTRIBUTE TO SEPARATE PIPE 
B •c HYOROGRAPHS 
B •c GENERAL ALL BASINS LUMPED TOGETHER 
B •c 
B

B

B

*
*
*

IFINFACT.NE.OI UMCCNt NPOS, KTI 1 MCON( NPOS , KTI*T I HSEWl NPOS )

VALUE-TIHCCNCNPOStKTI/DELTA 
NVAL^VALUE 
b 
B I 
It I 
B I 
B ****** 4*4*******444*****44*4***********4*444****************************** 
* If < VALUE.FQ.NVAU GO TO 110 + . ...•0 
* * * * * * * * * * ********** ****** 4 4**************44*44********************** 4**** J 
I J 
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e J

B
 J

e I J

B

b **************************************************************************

8 •C

b *C TRUNCATION UP TO HAKE NEXT INTERVALS

J
J 
J 
J

H •C J

B NVAL~NVAL+l J

a T1HCON(NPOS,KT)*NVAL*DELTA J

o J

B J

B .0

B

I)

B * 110 CCNT1NUE *

B • TBASeCNPO$tKTl*TlHCON«NPOStKTI*OURATlKTI •

B ***********•*****••*•**•*••#*******•*»**•****+*•*****•********************

8 I

A H !

A B I

A B

A B GO TO 125 *• • .0

A i> J

A B

A a

A B I

A B
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A B • 115 T1MCON(NPOS,KII*0.0 • 
A B *«*************************+**«******************************************* 
A H I 
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J
J
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A B
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J

A B • 120 TBASE(NP0StKTI« 0*0*0URATIKTI J 
A 8 J 
A U J 
A B 
A B 
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.• 125 CONTINUE • 
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ft************************************************************************ 
• RETURN • 
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• ENO * 
(ENTRANCE)
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I

* SUBROUTINE SUBHYI DUKAT, AREA» lNIF.Ni RQCOEFf TIHCONt T6ASE,

t ATIMtS,TIMES,FLOW,H.NN.MAXriM*

REAL SfNNLUfctNNHIGH,LTLANO,HANNtLENGTH

REAL INTtNfMAN,NANING,MAX,MANING,LONG

INTEGER ALIMIT.AINTER

COMMON/BLCCKA/ DEL T A ,NE ,RAH CNOPT tOUA tKINO

COMHON/HLOCKB/ A INTER,NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROCiNtNINTER.KA8

DIMENSION OURAT(M), AREA|NNlt INTEN!Hl9 ROCOEF(NN, Ml9

t TINCONiNNt	 HI, TBASE1NN, M)

01 HENS ION ATIMES(MAXTIM»tTlMES(NN,MAXTlHI,FLOW(NN,HAXTlH»

MAXT!*MAXTIM-5
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A
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A

A

A

A

A

A B. 00 165 KT-l.H

A B

A B

A B

A B

A U

A B QP-O,

A B	 1IM-0ELTA

A U
 KNT«1
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A B

A ft
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A B
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• GO TO 115 
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F 
F 
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N 
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N 
A a 0 F H L N 
A a 0 F H L N 
A B 0 F H t N 
A B 0 F H L N 
A B 4C • 0 F H L N 
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A B • C • 0 F M C N 
A 0 44**************4•*•••••*••*•••******************************************* 0 F H L N 
A » I D F H I N 
A B • F. • H. L N 
A B 0 F H L N 
A B 44444^4 44444444444444**444^44444444444••4 444444444444444444444444444444444 0 F H L N 
A H • 110 SUBHY0MNt£hlKn*U2.0^DUJUTfKTI*TtM)/(DURAnKm 4 0 F H L N 
A U 4 6HMLON(N,KT> >)Mi .0/60.0)41 i.O/DURAUKl I > 4 0 F H L N 
A B • QP»R0C0tFIN,KT)*INTEN«KT)4AREA(N»42.4DURATIKTI/l0URAT«KT 4 0 F H L N 
A B 0 F H L N 
A B 4#4 44444••••••44••••••••••••4•#•••444444444*444444444444444*444444*4444 44* 0 F H L N 
A B I 0 F H L N 
A 6 I 0 F H L N 
A B 0 F H L N 
A B
 0 F H
 L
 N
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B 0 F H t N 
B B 0 F H L N 
U B 0 F H L N 
B 0 F H L N 
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A B 
• C
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 CASE A FOA T>TR
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F 
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A B • C • B 0 F H L N 
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B B 0 F H L N 
B . B  . .0. • F. .H. • 0 N 
0 I B 0 F H N 
B *4444444444444**********444444444444***4444444*4444444444444444*4444444444 B 0 F H N 
B 4  U 5 SUBHV0-INTeN(KT)*((2.0*0URAT<KT>/<DURAT(KT JfT MCONIN.KTM • B 0 F H N 
A B 4 6)4((oURAT«KTHTIMCONIN,KT»-TIHI/T!MCON«N,KTin««l.O/60.01 • B 0 F H N 
A B 4 QP»HOCOEF(N,KT»•[NTEN(KTI*4«EA(N»*2,*DURAT(KT»/(OURAT<KT • B 0 F H N 
A B 4 CltTIMCONINiKTJI • B 0 F H M^. 
A B 4••••444444*444444••••••444^••••44444444444444444444444444444#444444444444 B 0 F H N 
A B B 0 F H N 
A B I B 0 F H N 
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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H
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M
H
H
H
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0
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0
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H
H
H
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H
H
H
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B
0
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B
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B
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B
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B
B
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B
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a
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B
B
b
B
8
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
8
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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A
A
A
A
A
A
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A
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A
A
A
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A
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A
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A
A
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A
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A
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A
A
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A
A
A
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A
A
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A
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 125 SU&HVD»INTEN«MJ*U.0/60.0* 
• QP»ROCOEF<N, 
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F
F
F
F
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F
f
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
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A 0 ************* 
A B • 145 COUN1*KNT*OEITA * 
A B ************************************************************************** 
A « I 
A B I 
A B 1 
A li ********************** **************************************************** 
A 8 • IF< INTENCKTUEq.O.O.OR.AREACNJ.EQ.O.O* G O T O 160 *, ..o 
A a ************************************************************************** a 
A 8 I 
A 6 I 
A B I 
A B ************************************************************************** 
A 0 •c 
A B •c DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL HVORCGRAPHS 
A IS •c 
A 8 IFtKNT.GE.HAXTI) COUNT-TBASECN»KTI 
A 13 FlOWINiKNn-SU0HYO*ROCaEFINiKTI*AREAlN»*H.O/i2.O|« 
A B C<i356CK0*( 1.0/60.01 
A B 
A 0 
A B 
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

*.B,

A B 
A 0 
A B • 150 IF(COUNl\GE.!BASe<N,KriI GO TO 160 * . . < 
A B ##********#************#****«**+******************************«*********** 
A 0 
A li 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 
C
•

*C OEVELOPMEM OF SUPERPOSITION OF HVDROGRAPHS

A B •C 
A B 
A B •c 
A B BEGINNING OF INDIVIDUAL HYDROGRAPH 
A B •c 
A H 
A B 
A l» I 
A B I 
A B 
B
B 
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

n

J

J

N

N

N

N
A li **************#*«****•«******«******************************************** F
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A B j
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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N
N
N
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N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
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N
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N
N
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j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
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A b
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B J
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8 
B 0 J N 
B B 0 J N 
B • • a . . 0 * • 0 
B I B 0 J 
B B D J 
B • 155 NGVE-<DURAmTJ/oeiTA|*KMOVe 8 D J 
B •C B 0 
A B •C BEGINNING OF STORN B 0 
A 6 •C B 0 
A B • KAB*KNT+NCVE B 0 
A B 4 ********** ***** 4***•***•*****•+*+******»********** ********** ************* B 0 
A B I B 0 
H I B D 
J
J
J
J
J
J 
J 
B I B 0 J 
4*************44***********************************#************«•******** B 0 
8 • IHlNTENlKTI.EQ.Q,O*OR«AREAtN).EQ.G.OI GO TO 160 • • >V D 
B **i B 0 
J
J 
J 
A B I B 0 
A B I B 0 
A » I 8 0 
A B B D 
J
J
J 
A B * CGUN?*KNT«0£11A B 0 J

A B *C B 0 J

A B DEVELOPMENT OF SUBHYOROGRAPHS INTO TOTAL HYOROGRAPH B 0

A B •c B 0

J 
A B * If(KAB.GE.HAXTII COUNT»TBASEiN,KTJ B 0 J 
A B * fL0W<NfKAB)-FLOH(N,KA8l*SU0HYO*ROCOEf «N B 0 J 
A B * €43560.0*«I.0/60.0) B 0 J 
A B B 0 J 
A B 8 0

A B 1 B D

J 
J 
A B I B 0 J 
A B * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 4 * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * B 0 
A B • GO TO 150 J •  • • B . . .  0 
A tt * *************************4*41*********«***#**********^»*«»»*f> * * • * * * * • • • *  * 8 
J
J
J 
A B 8 J

A B J

A B 1 J 
A B J 
A B • 160 CONTINUE J 
B •C J 
(i •C PAST MOVEMENT OF HYOROGRAPH TO SET UP NEW ORIGIN J 
•C
 J
J 
I J 
.  0 
.  • 165 NMOVOMOVE
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I
I
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• RETURN * 
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• ENO • 
*«*****+*******««**«*******************************************#********** 
(ENTRANCE)

t

I

******************** 4******* I*********************************************

* SUBROUTINE OUTPUT! LTLANO, SLOPE, XFRACT, NANN, TIMSEW, OIAt

* £ LENGTH, PSLOPE , NEND, NCOL, NKINO, NTYI'E, AKEA, TIME, TBASE,

* £ ALIMITiAIIPESiTIMES,FLOW,M,NN,GOQO,MAXTIM.MAXDIA,

* £ I EDA,ANGLE,WETPER,AREAFL,MAN!NG,LCNG,SS,PN,DTOD,Y,X,DEEP,HYDRAO,

* L VELOCY,? IMSER,TOTUS,AVET!M,PERCEN,Rl,R2,R3,R4,R5,SHAPe| 
* REAL S»NNLOW,NNHIGM,LTLAND»MANN,LENGTH 
* REAL INTEfs,NAN,NANING,MAX, MANING,LONG 
* INTEGER ALIH1T.AINTER 
* CGM/ION/BLOCKA/ DEL T A ,NE ,R AT I O,NOPT ,OUR .KIND

* CnHMON/BLOCKB/ A INTER»NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROC,N.NINTER»KAB

* DIMENSION LTLAND(NN), SLOPEtNNI, XFRACT(NNI, HANNINN),

* £ TIMSEW(NN), DIA(NN), LENGTHfNN), PSLOPEtNNl, NENDINN), NCQLINNi,

* £ NKIND(NN), NIYPECNNI, AREAINNl, TIMEIH), TBASE«NN, M»,

* £AL!M!UNN}fGOOG(NN»

* DIMENSION AT IHESIMAXTIMJ,TIMESINN.MAXTIMI,FLOWCNN,MAXTIMl

* DIMENSION ^EDA(MAXDIA),ANGLE*MAXD!A),WETPERIMAXOIAI,SHAPE! NNIt

* £ AREAFLIMAXDIA),WANING!MAXDIAJ,LCNGINNI,SS(MAXOIA),

* £ PNtMAXDIAUOTOOCMAXDtAltYtMAXDU^XfMAXDlAJtDEEPlMAXDIAJi

* £ HYDRADCMAXDIAI , VELOCY ( MAXDI A} , UMSEM MAXD! A t « TOTT !S!NN1, 
* £AVETIM!NN) ,PERCEN(NN1,Rl(NNI ,R2(NN),R3!NN),R^!NN),R5!NNI 
* HAXTI-MAXHM-5 
•C 
*C CALCULATE ALfMlT

*C FJNDS THE LONGEST TINE FOR BEGINNING OF RAINFALL TO END OF RUNUFF
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A B 
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A B 6 
A B B 
A B B 
A B 
A b F 
A B F 
A H F 
A B F 
A B B F 
A B • B F 
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A U 0< •«• •••« « ««««,.O F 
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A B 
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A B 0< • « • • • « • • * « * . « 0 
A B I 
A B ************»»#«««««4+**+*+**+****#*#«*+*+******************************** 
A B • 105 ! F ( M A X . G E . M I N I GO TO 1 1 0 • O 
A 0 0 
A l) I B 
A B ! B 
A B I B 
A B B 
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A B #«#«»»•**»«*#***«*««##*******#************•«****************************** B 
A a I a 
A B 
A 0 
A B 
A 8 
A B 
A  • • . * H O CONTINUE • 
A 
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•c 
•c PRINT HYOPOGRAPH5 
•c BASEO ON ORA1NAGE AREA DATA 
•c
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•c 
•c TRUNCATION TO UPPER INTEGER 
•c

NKAONINTER*!

00 145 N«l,NE

•C 
•C OPTION CCNTPOL 
•C 
• IFINCHECK.EQ.O) GOUDINW.G 
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I
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A I
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A 1
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B F

B F
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130 IF(GOOOINI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 135 '
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• IF(NTVP£(NKEQ. I I WR!TE(6|255) Np^REAl N l , HANNC N> , LltANOINI » 
• t SLOPEtNI^XFRACTINI 
• C 
•C NUMBER Of T1HE INTERVALS TO BE PRINTEO 
•C 
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A t 
A I 
A I 
A I 
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B I

B I

B I

A B • TlHES(NfKABI«KA8*0ELTA 
A B * fF lKAB.GE.MAXTI i KAB-NO 
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A 0 
A B 
A B 
A » IF(KAB,GE.MA.KTI I GO TO 145 
A fl 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A b * IF(GOODlN).EQ.O-Ol GO TO 140 • . « # , # . B 0

A B I B F

A B I B F

A B ! R F

A B ft************************************************************************* B F

A B * JFIFLOW(N,KAB).EQ,0*0} GO TO 140 >..,9..B >V

B I B F

ft I 6 F

B I B F

B • IFINTVPE(N)*EQ.l,ANO,KAC,EQ.NfNieR) WftITEt6f24$l TiHESlNtKAB)» • B f 
B • t FLOWINfKAB) • B F 
B 1 B F 
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B • 140 M O K A O l • B
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I F U L I M I UNPGS»#GT.TL IH!T J GO TO 155 • • « « • • • B . . , 0 F J N 
0 D F J H 
I B 0 F J N 
I B 0 F J N 
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 
e
B 
«
8
B
B
8
6
B
B 
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N 
N
H 
N
N
N
N 
H 
N
N 
j
J 
J
J
J 
J
J
J
J
J 
J 
J
J
J 
J 
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
• BUMir-TL!MIUT!NSEW(NPOS> 
>«««8« oD« 
D
0

B
9

Q<« ««,B« .O F 
• 155 BL!Hir»AMNEUNPasmiNSEW(NPQS) 
I 
B
B
B
B 
F 
F 
F 
F

F

H
H
H
H
M
M
H
M 
Q<« «Q 
I 
8 
B
160 GO 10 225 $»«««««B«®«0 
0 
F
F
F
F
F8 0 
J
J
J
J
J 
J 
J 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 
* 165 BLIMIY-AriHESIKAB) 
• IFICLlHIt.GUBLIMIT) GO TO 170 B « « « D « » . F « «  e . 0 
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N 
J
J
J
J
J
J
J 
0
0
0
0
0
0
D
0I 
0<* 
I B 0 
B 0 
• 170 GO TO 225 
B D 
B O 
N 
N 
N 
N 
IF! KAC.EQ.N1NTERS CO TO 205 N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
H 
H 
B 0 F H 4 N 
B 0 F H J N 
205 KAOQ * 8 0 F M J H 
! F ( N K i N 0 ( N P 0 $ } « E Q « ! i W R | T E ( 6 , 2 4 5 6 A T I H E S I K A d t i F L O y « N P G S f & A 8 i * B 0 f H J N 
B 0 F H J N 
B 0 F H J N 
c D e o o f o o o Q J N 
D F J N 
O F ^ N 
210 IFtNCOL(LP0SI.EQ«NPaS) GO TO 215 *0e««Fe«e0 J N 
0 F H J N 
0 F H J N 
0 F H J N 
0 F H J N 
D F H J H 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
215 TLIM!T«CtIMIT N 
CtIMIT*O. 
N 
N 
N 
B 0 F J N 
B 0 F J N 
220 IF f TlME5lNPaS»KABI.GE.ALINIT(NPUSKANO*TIHE5INPO5iKABJ • B.««O««*F« • • • • • «0 N 
& . G E . T L I H t T I GO TO 150 * B 0 F W 
B 0 F N 
I B 0 F N 
I B U F N 
1 B D F N 
0 
B 0 
B 0 
KAB-KABM B 0 
KAC-KAC+I 6 0 
0 
B 0 
B 0 
B D 
B 0 
• GO TO 185 *« • B. 
ft**************••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••^•••••••••••••••••••»••••••••• B 
B 
• 225 IFINPOS.EC.NE) GO TO 2TO 
****************«*****«*******ft*********6*********fr**$**$$*t»***&*****»**« 
* IFINPQ$«EQ.NENO(NPOSII GO TO 235 • • 
* J 
I J 
I J 
i J 
J 
Nft ITE(6 t230> J 
230 FOftMATUOX,'VOUR GEOMETPV DOES NOT CHECK ERRORS/* J 
J 
J 
• 0 
• 235 LPOS-NPOS • 
• NPOS»NPOS*i • 
• TL IMU-HLIMIT • 
ft**************»**************************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * 
• GO TO 1 7  5  *• 
******»*+*********•**********•******+*********•*•************************* 
2^0 FURHATI l H l  f l 3X f MNLET HYOROGftAPH, INLET NO. • f I 3 » / / » 5K , *0R AINAGE  • , 
C« AREA ­ ' , F 5 . t , ' A C R E S , MANNINGS N ­ • , F 5 . 3 , «  , OVERLANO LENGTH ­
CSF^^O* 1 F T . N / t S X , ' S L O P E • * t F 7 , 3 t •FT/FT* FRACTION OF IMPERVIOUS 
CS'SURFACE ­ • v F ? . 2  f / /  > l 2 X  v ' T ( N E ' , U X  , • INLET DISCHARGE* 
C , / , 9 X , « (MINUTES) S t 7 X , M C F S J «J 
245 FORMAT! I IX ,F6 . l»16X ,F6*2 ) 
250 FORMAT* IH!,13X, «THIS ISA CIRCULAR PIPE WITH THE«,/t 
2 5 5 FORMATUHI»13X,»SYSTEN HYDROGRAPH, INLET NO* • » 1 3 . / / f 5 X , ' D R A I N A G E 1 
£ , • AREA - « , F 5 . I , «ACRCS, MANNINGS N - • , F 5 . 3 , S OVERLAND LENGTH - B 
£ N F 5 . 0 , « F U S / I S X I ' S L O P E • ' » F 7 « 3 , « F T / F T
 t FRACTION OF IMPERVIOUS 0 
fc't'SURFACE - « , F 7 * 2 » / / t l 2 X , * T ! M e * t U X | » S V S T E M DISCHARGE* B 
£ , / , B X , M M I N L T E S ) % 1 7 X . « f C F S I •» 6 
2 6 0 F O R M A T ! l H l f 1 3 X , ' T H I S I S A SEMI-ELLIPTICAL PIPE W I T H ' , / , B 
£ I 3 X « ( R L - « , F I O . 2 , « I N C H E S S 5 X , « R 2 - S F i a . 2 *  1 INCHES • , 5X , »R3 • • , B 
£ F i O . 2 , « I N C H E S ' , / . 2 6 X f * R 4 - ' * F I O « 2 9 * I N C H E S • , 5 X , ' R 5 - S F 1 0 . 2 , 8 
C« I N C H E S 4 , / » ft 
C I 3 X , » P I P £ HVDROGRAPHt PIPE NO* • • I 3 , / / § 5 X , « P I P E LENGTH- « f 6 
£ F 6 , i , » F T , PIPE O I A . • • f P 6 . 2 t  l INCHES, SLOPE • « # F 5 . l , B 
C* PERCENT • , / » 5 X , ' A S S U M E O TRAVEL TIME IN PIPE IS * t F 6 « 2 v * MINUTES 1 , B 
C / / / » L 2 X * • T l M £ ' 9 l 4 X f i f > I P E O l SCHARGE • t /  f 9 X , MMINUTES I • , L TX, M C F S I • I 6 
2 6 5 F O R M A T M H I , I 3 X , ' T H I S I S A RECTANGULAR TRUNK SEWER WITH T H E % / f a 
L13X,«HC IGHT • S F l O ^ t  * INCHES*
 VSX»«AND THE LENGTH « « » F 1 0 . 2 i a 
£ • I N C H E S * 9 / 9 a 
£ 1 3 X , * P I P E HYOROGRAPHf PIPE NO* S H i / /  t 5 X , * P I P  E LENGTH- •» e 
£ • P E R C E N T « , / | 5 X , ' A S S U M E D TRAVEL TIME IN PIPE IS « , F 6 . 2 , » M I N U T E S ' , a 
£ / / / » l 2 X i » l I M E l , l ^ X t * P l P E 01 SCHARGE' • / # 9 X i » (MINUTES!  f t l 7 X , M C F S P I B 
a 
I a 
•o 
270 RETURN 
ENO 
I ENTRANCEI

I

I 
* * * * * * * * * * ****** • • * • • * • • * * • * • • • • • • •*• • • •*• •#•»• •**•• • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE ROUTE! IT IANO, SCOPE, XFRACT, NANN, UHSFW, DIA, 
& LENGTH, PSLOPE, NENO, NCOL, NKlNOf NTYPE, AREA, TIME, XBASE, 
£ ALIHI T, A H ME S, UNES»F LGW,M,NNt SHAPE, NNLOy.NNHIGH, GOOD, 
£ AXFLOW,NANING,HAX,DIAHtHN,Rl,R2,R3«R<»,R5tPERCEN,EPSILNiOLDDU, 
fc MAXMM.MAXDIA, 
£ ZEOArANf>LEfWETPER,AREAfL,MANING,LLNG,SS,PN#OTOO,t»X,OEEP,HYDRAOi 
C F 6 . l # « FT , SLOPE - • f F 5 . l t 
4 VELOCY,TIMSER,TOTTIS,AVEUMI 
REAL S,NNLOW,NNHIGHfLTLANO,MANN,LENGTH 
MEAL INTEK,HANtNAN!NG#MAX»NANING»LONG 
INTEGER ALIHIT,AINTER 
COMHUN/BLOCK*/ DFLTA,NE,RAT I 0,NOPT,DUR,KiNO 
COMrtON/BtOCKB/ AINTER,NCHECK,NFACT,NCHEX,AROCtN.NINTERfKAB 
OIHENSiON ATIHES(HAXTINI>TlNESiNN»HAXT!HlfFLOW<NN,HAXTlNI 
DIMENSION ZEUAIHAXDIAI,ANGLE 1HAXOIA),WETPER<MAXOlAJ, 
£ AM£AFL(HAXO1A),MANING(MAXD1A>,LONG«NN>,SS(HAXOIA>, 
£ PNIMAXni A) ,0TO0(HAXO! A) ,Y|MAXOU),X(HAXOIA) ,OEEP(MAXD1AI, 
£ HYORAOfHAXOIAlfVElOCYfHAXDtAI»T1HSERINAX01AlfTOTTIS1NN}» 
£ AVET!H(NN) 
OlMtNSION AXFLONfNNI,MAX1NN«HAXTIH),0 IAHINN) ,MM<NN ) f R i INN) iR21NN) i * 
£ ft3<NN)»R4<NN)*R5fNN)tNAN!NGINNI,PERCENfNNJ*EPS1LNINNI 
OIMENSfON LTLANO(NN), SLOPEiNN|t XFRACT(NNit MANNINNt, 
£ TIHSEMINNIi O IA(NN) , LENGTHINNI, PSLOPE(NN), NENDlNNIt NCQiiNNlt 
£ NKINO(NN), M Y P E ( N N ) t AREA(NN|, T I H E ( H ) , TBASElNNt H i t 
CALIM1T(NN),SHAPE«NNI,NNLOW{NN),NNHlGHlNN)fGUOD(NN),0L00IA(NN) 
HAXTI-KAXTiH-5

C

•C FINDING THE KAXIHUN FLOW FOR DESIGN

•C

******************«*•******#•*******•*************************•******•****

1

1

I

00 105 I-l.NN

OLDOlAf ()-DIA(I)

KK-ALIMCTU )/OELTA

MAXM , IJ-O.O

FLOW<I,11-0*0

IF<KK •GE.MAXT I) KK»MAXT|

• • 00 100 U«2tftK • 
• HAXM , ( I I - f L O W U  t m *  l WO/PERCENd U
• J - I I - 1
• IF(HAX( I  , M ),GE.MAKUt J»J AXFLCUflft-MAXiI, I M
*#»+#**»**+**+»# ft******************************** 
I 
• 
• 
• 
ft************************ 
•« 100 CONTINUE 
.* 109 CONTINUE 
00 225 !M,NK 
•C 
•C 
•C 
•c 
IF SHAPE IS -1.0 THE PIPE IS A CIRCULAR SECTION 
IF SHAPE IS 0.0 THE PIPE IS A SEHI-ELLIPTICAL SECTION 
IF SHAPE IS 1.0 THE PIPE IS A RECTANGULAR SECTION 
iFISHAPHDi 110,155,200 
• 0 
F 
F 
•  •
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N 
N
N
N 
J
J
J
J
J 
F 
F
F 
F
F 
8 
B
B 
8
8 
0••J•• * • •• 0 • *•
J
J 
J
J 
J 
* 
J 
J 
J
J
J
J
J
J 
0
H
H 
F
F
F 
6
8
B
B 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
B
6
8
B
B 
f 
I 
I

I

•
F
F 
0
08 
F 
F 
F
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F
F 
F
F 
F
F
F 
F
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F
F 
F
F
F
F 
F
F
F 
f 
0
0
0 
0
0 
8
BI 
tiJ 
B 
tt 
a
B
B
8 
B
B 
8 
a
B
8 
B
B 
B
8 
B 
ft 
8
B
B 
B
H 
B 
B 
8
B 
B 
B
B 
8 
5 
B
B 
8 
B
B
B
B
B
B 
•* 
il 94**++***4********4**4***4*>****** 4****44*************9*** 4*4************4* 
n
H 
8 
b 
8
8 
B
B
8
8
0
8 
8
U 
H 
A
A
A
A
A
A 
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A 
 • • * • • B . . • 0 . . . F , 
 • • « « • B 
«**•*•••*+*++*•••4*444 4************4**4 49*0**4**4 4* *****4)**.*****9********* 
110 NAN ING 11 )-ABSINNLOMi!!<»NNH!GHU))/2«0*NNLUtt<il 
PSLGP-PSLOPEUMQ.Oi 
D1AHII I - H 2 * 16»NAN!NG< I I * AXFlOWl | | | / f P$IQP*»O«5H ••0.375 
DUI H-DIANI 11*12.0 
HNI n-OIAl I | » L 0 
NNM-HNII I 
44**9************4*44*4****9**4***********9**9**9*****9****9****9*******9* 
I

I

#*+*»*#*•*****************************************************************

m* DO 1 5 0 I l - 1 » X H N *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

OfOOll lJ-FLOAHII I /NNII I 
* IFIOIODIIII.GE.O.O.ANO.OFOOI IM.LE.O«2I GQ tO 115 • 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
I 
* 4**0* ****** * ***** **•••*»•****+*****•**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* I F < 0 T O 0 ( 1 I I * G I . O « 2 . A N O » O T O O I I 1 } . L E « O . 5 I GO 1 0 1 2 0
* I F < D T O O U I J . G U 0 . 5  . A N D , O T O O ( I  U , L E . O . 8 l GU TO 1 2 5 * 
4*4**4 4**00*******4*4*44«««****•*••••«**************************
i 
I 
************** 44 44* 4 4 4***444 4 44*4*44**4************* **************:**+***:** 
«** + *m*** + *4 + *** ******* **************** ******* ********** .8 
********* * 
[ 
4 444************4 4 44*4 4**4 4**************************************4444**4** 
* I F < D U J O (  I H . G T . 0 . 8 . A N D . D T O O I I I I . L E . l . O I u O \0 1 3 0 * 
A a I 
N
N 
N 
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N 
B 
H

H

• • • B . < . H . 
I 0 H
H
H
N
M
H
H
M
H
H
H
H 
B 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B
B
B
B 
B
B
B
B
B
B 
I***************************************************** 
* 115 SS( I l l - IDTODH M-0 .0 ) /0 .05 
• PNl I I J« l .0*SS<i l ) *0« l8*SS( IU*<SS<l l !<*UOI# l -O.O65| + 
• C SSI I IJ*ISS<I I ) - l -01• !SSI1I1-2.0I+O.O1833 + 
• &
* MAN INGI 11 J-PM I I ) *NNLOW| I }
• • f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 SSI 11 >* ISSim*1.0)» |SS< I I I -2 .0 ! •«$$< I I I-3.01*1-0.00*1667* fi 
8 
B
H
B
B 
0B 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
B
B
B
B 
0 
0 
.D. . .F . 
8 
• GO 10 135  • •fl • • * B • , •
4###*••»»#•»*+««#»**•#•*9*•«*#***•*+****************#####*****#*••#####*** B 0 F 
B 0 F 
H
M 
N 
N 
H
8
H
B
B
B 
(K. • 0 
J
J 
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J 
H
H
H
H
N
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
N
H
H 
f
f
F
f 
F 
f
F 
F
F
F
F
F
F
F 
0
0
0
0
D
0
0
D
0
D
0
0
0
D
0 
B 
B 
120 SS( m-(DT0D< I B 
B 
• 0 . 0 0 1 6  T B 
• SSI 11 > * ( S S ( ! f I M . O m S S  I i n * 2 . 0 » * ( S S < IU*3 .O»*O.OOO8333 f B 
SSI 11 »•( SSI M ) » l . 0 ) * ( S S I U ) * 2 , 0 | * < S S < I t > * )«Ot * ISS t B 
»  * v ^ ^v **• «  . «^ " -«» ^^ » * V W ^ »# ••• « * * w w 4b ^ **• V * V  ­ ^ ^ * V > V v  • » ^ B . 
ISSU IU^.O>»(SS( I n •5.01*0,0000416667 
HAN INGI I D-PNU I)*NNLOW( I I B B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
 D« . F>•••B • 
B 
B 
• . 
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J
J
J
J
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
F
F 
0
0 
«0 F 
FI 
F 
F
F
F
F
F
F 
F 
F 
f 
125 SSI lll-IOTOD«in-O.5)7O.O5 
PNHI I«W24*SS( IH*(-O.OI)+SS< I M • ! SSI 11 l - i .01 • ! -0 
U . SSI I I 1*1 SSI I I ) - l .OI*ISSII I I -2.0l*0.0O25f 
t s s u i M ( s s ( i n - i . o } * i s s ( i i ) - > 2 » o ) * i s s i i n - 01*1 SSI I 
1-3 
e I SSI II)«^*O»*ISSIII)-5«0>*0*O0OO!38U89 
HAN INGIII)«PNII 11*NNLOWI11 
F I 
B I 
B I 
B 0< • * . *  • « • « •  « • • • • • • • . . • .  . 
H 
0 4 « * • • • • * * * * * * • * * * 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 * # * * • « 4 4 4 4 4 4 « 4 4 4 4 * 4 * * * * * * + * * t * * 4 4 * * * * * * * * * * 4 * 4 4 4 * * 
B » 145 HYDRAOI I U - I R E A F L I I I  I /WETPEKI1U * 
0 + CALL VEL«*NN,LEKGTHtPSLOPE#TIHSEM.I »11,Nh,GD00,EPS!LNtOLDOIAtQIA« * 
tt • I ZEDA,ANGLE,bETPER.AREAFLfHANINCLGNG.SS.PN.OTOO.Y,*,DEEP, * 
B * (HyORAO,VeLOCY,T!MSERfTOTTIS,AVET1M,MAXDIA> # 
B *4 
B I 
tft 
0 
B 
. • t5O CONTINUE 
00 TO 220 
4******44*444444 4 4**0*64+44444**4*4*44*444*444*****444*4*4444««4*444494*4* 
* 155 NANINGt! »«ABSINNLOWt U-NNHIGHU 1I/2.0*NNLOWU1 J 
* PSLUP-PSLCPEHMG.Ol J 
* OIAHI1 l*»l<2. 1219*NANtNG(tl* AXFLOM( 1 1 | / ( PSLOP**O. 51» **0«3T5 J 
* OIAI I I - O I A H C I 1 * 1 2 .  0 J 
* R i ( I I « L 2 5 * O I A  ( I  I J 
* R2(I 1*0*33*0!A( (I J 
J 
J 
R5I I }«G.2GB*0fA(t l J 
H H U I - O I A i l l U .  O J 
HMM-HH1 I 1 J 
O!AH(i l -HM(!1/12*0 J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
4 44444 4444 444444 « • 44 4 4 4 444 44 4 4 444 * + 4+4444*44#*+4»»»4 * * * *  * 444^44*4 44444* ##>« 
t oiooi m-rioAii t II/MHC 11 * 
J 
4 
J
J
J
J
J
J 
H
H 
. 0 
J 
A B I F J 
A B i F J 
Aft I F J 
A e i F j 
A B * I F I D T O D I 1 N , G E , 0 . 0 . A N 0 . D T O O ( I I I . L E . O . O l GO TO 1 6 0 • • • « « « * O F J 
AH I 8 F J 
AH I B F J 
A H 1 B F J 
A 0 • + # * * + * * + » + * * * # * • * # # * # * * * # * + + • • * + • • * * • * * * • * + + • + + * • + • * * * + * + • • » • * • • # * • # • * * # * B F J 
A B • I F ( O T O D < I I ) . G f . 0 . l . A N D . D T O C M I I U L E . 0 , 3 1 G O T O 1 6 5 • « « • • • • B « « «  • « , « F , « * « a , « . J , « « « « » . Q 
A fi I 8 F J N 
A « I B F J N 
AH ! fl F J H 
A B • • # # • • • • • • • # • • • • • • • # # • # • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • # • • • • • • • # • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • 8 F J N 
A B • !F |DTOOUI» .GT,0 ,3*AN0.OTOD( I I K I E . 0 . 9 5 * GO TO 170 * • • • « . . B , « « 0 F J N 
A 0 #t###*#»#»#«#####«#«######t*«««###*#**##**»»#»##***#*#***««^«*#»«#»#«#*##«i 6 0 F J N 
A B 1 6 0 F J H 
A t> I B 0 F J N 
A fi I B 0 F J N 
A B ft************************************************************************* H 0 F J N 
A B » | F ( D r 0 0 l 111 , G T , 0 . 9 5 , A N D . D T 0 D « m . L E . U O * GO TO 175 * • • . , » , & • • . 0 . . . F . . . 0 J N 
A B 1  8 Q F H J N 
A B 0 < « * « « « « « * « « « * « « « « * . « *  9 . • • • « » • • « • . 4 . . • • • • • , , 0 0 F M J N 
A H I 0 F H 4 N 
A D • 160 ¥<m- ( *«25*orOO< I I M + l.O * 0 F M J N 
A H * HANINGH1 ) - Y U I I+NNIOWI ! i • 0 F H J N 
A H \ 0 F M J N 
A H I 0 F H J N 
A Ll I 0 F H ' J N 
A B •*#•*+#*••+#***•*««#«*«*+«#•###+*#*+•#••*++******#***•+**+****#•••*+*••#•+ 0 F H J N 
A H • GO TO 180 * 0 0 F H J H 
A H • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • « • $ • • « * • * • # • • • # * • • » • * • • • * # * • * # # # * * • * • • • # • # # $ * # • • * * • * * * * • • B 0 F H J N 
AB  8 0 F H J N 
A H ( ) < . « . * . • « • « • • • • « * « B « « « D « « « F . . . H # « . J « « * « « , » O 
A 8 I B 0 F H J 
A 8 * 165 HANiNGI 1 1 ) • 1 • 4 2 5+NNLOWfI I * B 0 F H J 
A B I B 0 F H 4 
A B I B 0 F H J 
AH | 8 0 f M J 
A B * * » * * * » * » * + * * * » + * * # # # # « # • • # + # # * + * # « • # * • * * + * * * • # » * • » + # # + # * * + # # * * * # * * • • * * * * * B 0 F H J 
A B • GO TO 180 * >V 0 F H J 
A B 8 0 F H J 
A 0 
A 8 
A tt 
A rt 
A rt 
A 8 18S SS(il>-<0?OOIII!~O*S>/O*l » 
A tt HVDftADIH ) • I 0*2 40*01 AMI I 11*1 LO5+SSI If >*O.075*SSI I 11  • ! SSI 111-1 . 0 1 * * 
A B & {-0.0151 + SS< I I I * ISS I !1 ) -UO) * ISS(1 ! 1-2*01*1-0*0016667 ! • • 
A 8 C SSI 111*1 SSI 1ll-i.01*1 SSI 111-2*0)•!SSi121-3*01•<-0.000208331• 
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H 
A B C I » N 
A 8 N 
A 8 1 N 
A tt • 0 
A 8 I J 
A * J 
A 6 * 190 CALL VEL(HMM»LENGTHfPSLOPE*!IHSEW#I,11#NN,GUOD,EPS 1LN,QLOOU,D1A» * J 
A U * £ ZEOA,ANGLE,bETPER,AR6AFL,WANING,LCNG.SS.PN.OTOO^.K.OEEP, * J 
A 8 * C HtrORAO,VELCCY, 11HSER , IOT  f l S , AVET 1 M, HAXOI AI * J 
A 6 >*< 
A 8 I 
A B I 
A B I 
A B >«***««#*******#*•**< 
A • • .* 195 CONTINUE 
A 
A 
A 
A 
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J 
A ***•************•*****•***#*****,**•*******•##****•*•********#************* J 
A • GO IQ 220  • • • >V 
A J 
A J 
A J 
A I J 
A J 
A 200 NANING(l}«A8S(NNLaH{||«HNHI6HIIII/2«0»NNLOWI11 J 
A PSLGP-PSLOPEIll*0,01 J 
A OlAHU )-( tO."32685*NAN!NGt !>• AXFLOttU H/1 PSLOP**O . J 
A DIAI I)-OIAM( H*12*0 J 
A HH( H-OIAU)»U0 J

A OlAHf U-MHI 11/12.0 J

A LONG! n-2 J 
A MMM-MHII| J 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * • * # * * * * * * * * • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * • * * * * J 
A I J 
A I J 
A f J 
A >****#*****•** J 
A  8 . 00 215 IIM.KHM J 
A 8 J 
JA a 
A B 
A ft* 
A 0 
8 
a 
S 0IODII M-FLOAIHII/HMIII

0

ft*********#*****+#+***+**#**«****************************************#•*** 
• IFiDTOOU II.GE.O.O.ANO.OTOOUI ).LE,O.5I GO TO 205  • • 
# •#**#*** • • * • •#* • • • * * •#• • * • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • * • • * • • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
J 
J

J

I J

I J

I************************************************************************* 
• IHDTODI I IKGT.0.5.AND.OTODUI I.LE.0,91 HANINGI 11 |«0. 70*NNMIGHI  I I * 
J
J 
J• IFIDTODII I),GI,0-9.AND.OTUO«llJ.LE.l.O) HANINGItll*NNH!GHI!I • 
**< 
J 
I

I

«*•**«***•********<

• GO 10 210 +• 
<<••##«•*#•••*•••#«••#•#•<•#•##•###«####••#•#*«•**•#*•***•«•#**••«•*****«* 
J
J
J
J
J
J 
J 
J 
205 SSIill-OfOOtIII/O.l	 J 
J 
*mss<iii*<sstii}-Loj»<s$<m-2*om-o,oo83mss< i n * *	 J JI SSI m - l . 0 ) » * S S m )-2.O»*(SSC m-3*O)*(0.00l<»583»f SS< I* 
1-0.000208)11 I 
J
J
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
2 1 0 D £ E P ( I I ) - ( » l • 1 , 0 1 / 1 2 , 0 J 
AREAFLUII - O E E P H I I X L Q N G d l  i J 
HYORAO( i n - A H t A F L ( I  I I /(LONG! I t *2.0*0E£f>( 1 I  I I 
CALL VCU MHN .LENGTH,PSLOPE,11 MSEW, ! , 11 ,NN, GGOO.E f»S ILN,OLDO!A,0 IAf 
J 
J 
& ZEDA,ANGLE,heTPfcR,AREAFL,HANING,LCNG,SS,PN,OrOD»y,X,DEEP, J 
t HYORAO.VEtOCVfI IfSER,TOTTIS,AWE!IH,MAXOIAI	 J 
J 
J 
• RETURN + 
I ENTRANCE I

I

t

#«*•+•*••*+*+**#••+«•+**##•«*+*+*•+•**•••***•*+*»#»****#+•+#*#*+*+++*•#+#* 
SUBROUTINE VEl« HNM, LENGTH, PSLOPE ,T INSEW , I , 11 »NN,GOOD,£P$1LN, 
£ OL 1)01 A.OI A t^EOAt ANGLE•KETPfR, AREAFL,HANING,LONG,SS,PN.DTODtV, X9 
t OEEP.HYDRAOrVFLOCYtT!HSER|TOTTIStAVETINtHAXOIA| 
REAL S#NNLOtf,NNHIGH,LUAN0tHANfc,L£NGTN 
REAL INTEN»HAN•NANINGtHAXtHANINGiLONG 
INTEGER ALIMIf .AINTE* 
DIMENSION ZEO/M MAXOI A|fANGLE(NAXOfAI#WETPERINAXDIA  I # 
C AKEAFLlHAXOlAJ.MANINGtKAXOtA}tL0NG(NNI«SSIMAXUIAt• 
e PNfNAXOfA)•OTOOtHAXOIAIvVfNAXOIAl,XIMAXOIA I,DEEPIMAXOIAI# 
C HVI)RAO(HAXOIAIf VELOCYINAXOI Al 9T INSERf MAXOI Al • TOTT |$ |NN| 9 ( AVETIHfNNI 
OIHENSION LENGTHINNl » PSLOPEINNI #f IMSEWlNNl t GOOOINNI
 t£l*$tLN(NN 1  1 
t OLOOIA(NNIvOIAfNN| 
PSLOP-PSLCPEUMO.Ot 
VELOCYI U I « ( I ^ 9 / N A N I N G n i } l * f H Y O R A 0 ( I 
T INSEAd I I-LENGTHI I I / tVELOCYI I 11*60.01 
1 
I 
I F M I . E O . H GO TO tOO 
I 
I 
* * < 
• T0TTISIII-T1NSERU1M10TTISIII 
GO CO 105 
# # » » • # # # • # » • # » * # f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # • • • » # # • « # * # ^ ^ » # ^ 
• 100 TOITISIII-TIMSERIIII » 
105 IFIII,N£.N»M) GO TO 110 
1 B 
I e 
I 8 
i e 
4***************4**********4* * * * * *  * 4**********Mt»**#**#*+******et******** a 
• AVEUH< U-TOTTtSm/(MHH» « » 
* FPStLN* M«ABS<OIOOU< I H D l A U D / D U i I) * 6 
+ IINSEWUI-AVETINt If • 8 
• IFIEPS1LNI1KLE.0.15) GOODII1*1.0 • B 
6 
1 B

1 8

I 8

«»^*44i**^4T««**«i«#4)##^*«44t^4#i###*4«4) B

» IFIEPSILNII KLE.O-151 GO TO 110 *,,-**>V

##«**»444#4«ft4«44444444449ft******«+**•*******««•***••««««««#*##***#****«*« ft

I B 
I 6 
I 8 
*44***#«***«** 44 4**4 44* * * * * *6d** * * * * * * * * * * * # * * • * * • * «*******4>*******<4**4*** 8 
# GOOOHi-0.0 * 8 
8 
I 8 
()<••• • • •» • • • • •« * •«« • •••O 
'4*4***444************

110 RETURN

END 
